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ABSTRACT
This practicum involved the creation, implementation and evaluation of a twelve week
group designed to help foster comection and re-connection with the self for adult, female,
child sexual abuse s u ~ v o nSeven
.
women pariicipated in and completed one of two

groups nin fiorn The Laurel Centre, a counselling agency in Winnipeg which specializes in
counselling seMces for women survivors of child sexud abuse. The purpose of the group
was to explore the factors that contribute to personality development, such as society,
family and trauma; to work on re-comection with this individual construct; and to
integrate various aspects of the self The group also included a seksteem component
throughout. The g o u p format was considered an excellent context in which to do this
work given women's and survivors' developmental needs for co~ection.Methods of

group evaluation included a quantitative measure of self-esteem, and a qualitative art
assessment. Group feedback forms were also employed and recorded herein. Overail, the

results of the practicum indicated thai the environment of comection was a significant
positive factor for the women. Gains in self-definition, integration and selfssteem were
also noted.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
" Speakingpersonaliy, 1begm my work with the settled notion
that the "self' was a vague, ambitious, scientifcafly rneaningless

tenn which had gone out of the psychoIogist 'sv0cabul.y with
the departure of the introspectionists.'*
- Car1 Rogers, 1959-

Like almost every aspect of personality theory, the concept of "self" is a largely
intangible abstraction which garners little agreement, consequently resulting in numerous
theories and opinions as to its existence, shape and course. From the quote above, Rogers
goes on to speak of the strength and meaning his clients consistently attributed to a sense

of self, profoundly infiuencing his subsequent valuing of and emphasis on this concept, as

intangible and difficult to define as it is. Like the work before it, this paper does not
provide definitive answers to questions surrounding this concept, however it does attempt

to enter this murky and ill-defined area specificaliy to explore existing theory and literature
surrounding the impact of child sexual abuse upon sexual abuse s u ~ v o nsense
'
of self
As the literature demonstrates, trauma has the potential to impair and dis-co~ectpeople

fkom important sources of knowledge and expenaice, both of which are significant
sources of information in the healing process and in daily life.
The literature was then used to help develop a survivors' group addressing

comection and re-comection with the selE The result was a twelve-week group designed
to incorporate the values of feminism, the strengths approach, as weil as an ecological

Framework that addressed individual, farnily and societal innuences. In doing so, the group
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encompassed many values traditiondy associated with the profession of social work in
general.
The group, offered at two different times run concurrently, was implemented at
The Laurel Centre, a not-for-profit counselling agency, located in Wuuiipeg, which
specializes in s e ~ c efor
s femde s u ~ v o rof
s childhood semai abuse. The women met
once weekly for twelve weeks, and each meeting spanned two and a half hours.

Background
The decision to explore the concept of, and then incorporate the selfinto work
with survivors of child sexual abuse evolved for several reasons. On a personal level,

understanding the notion of self and c o ~ e c t i n gwith it has been an interesting and
rewarding joumey in my own lXe. Also important to me from an early age has been my
belief in the values of ferninism, which subsequently drew me to working with women in
my professional life. My desire to work with women comected me with The Laurel
Centre, an agency devoted to working in an area that unquestionably touches the lives of
so very many women and children.

From both my work at The Laurel Centre and my studies at the University of
Manitoba, it has becorne increasingly clear to me that a significant piece of work in
therapy involves connection and re-conneaion with the seif, including one's strengths,
beliefs and needs. Like Roger's experience above, clients at The Laurel Centre also speak
about comection with the seifas an important issue. As such, this practicum was an
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attempt to integrate and synthesize the literature addressing trauma and the sense of self
for use in clinical practice.

Group Mode1
This section wili outline the assumptions and principles upon which the goup was

developed and incorporated into the group delivery. Specifically, the basic assumptions
contributing to the design of the group are those generally associated with social work
values, including a belief in the dignity and strength of individuals, as well as in client selfdetermination (Compton & Galaway, 1994; Robbins Chattej e e & Canda, 1998; Johnson,
1995). To elaborate, it is believed that humans have a strong ability for resiliency and

growth despite adversity. It is the assumption that a belief in people's strengths and ability

to grow is an essential cornponent of the healing process. Funher, it is believed that
individuals have the ingenuity and resources within themselves to define and work towards
their healing. In these two respects, social work values co-east well with the values of
feminism which also emphasizes empowerment and seEdetermination in addition to
connecting the persona1 with the political. For working with a population of trauma
survivors, design of the group grew also fiom the incorporation of information fiom the

trauma literature.
Feminist Assum~tions
Assumptions of the feminist approach include recognition of the di&
strengths of individuals, the need to value women including their right to selfdetemination, and recognition ofthe personal as political. For facilitators who incorporate
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such principles, the challenge lies in translating them to the real We situation of the group.

This section will be used to help clam how the above principles were used to help form
the foundation of the group, as well as some specific examples of the manner in which
they manifested.
Valuing women and women's experiences, perspectives, roles and skiils stands as a
fundamental value of any social worker and particularly one operating fkom a feminist
perspective. Aside fiom being a value in and of itself of the facilitators, this assumption
was comrnunicated to the group where appropriate. Valuing women included honouring

and validating their experiences and their selves.
A second and related assumption is that women have the strength and ability to

change their situations and the nght to control their own lives. While therapists and group
facilitators in general can use skills and knowledge to facilitate healing?an essential
feminist belief is that clients have the answers within them. This requires exploting and

-

respecting the choices women make in their lives including choices that the therapist
would not necessarily make in herhis own.
Finally, it is believed that behaviour is linked to the social, political and economic
context and the impact of these forces in women's lives were recognised and named where
appropriate. In the awareness sections developed for this group, the women were
encouraged to connect the ways in which their personal experiences have been influenced
by social roles and noms. This process involved the women separating that which

belonged to them from influences that came fiom outside of themselves. Members were
not encouraged to adjust to societal prescriptions delineating what is appropriate female
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behaviour, but rather were encouraged to assess the costs and benefits of the choices they
made based on what they believed to be best for themselves.

Trauma Literature
A prominent author in the field of child semai abuse, Judith Herman (1992b)

discusses the need for group experiences to match the needs of the survivor. Here,
Herman (1992b)comects the type of group needed as it corresponds with the woman's

healing process, and thus categorises groups as either first, second or third stage. First
stage groups are concemed primarily with establishing safety. Focus on the past is the
primary work of second stage groups as memben deal more specifically with the traumatic
event, and third stage groups work at reintegration of the s u ~ v oinr the world. It is

important to note however that such stages are not considered linear nor mutually
exclusive, and that overlap necessarily exists at d levels.

This group is considered to be a later stage group, in that it involved women
already receiving individual trauma counseiling. The term later stage is thus used to
recognize that the women were not in the initial stages of healing, and were interested in
what Herman (1992b)terms third stage tasks of re-co~ectionwith the self or the world.
It is noted however that reco~ectionwith the world was true for only some of the

participants, who were Likely best categorized in third stage healing. The group also
incorporated second stage tasks of remembrance in the awareness section, and certainly
some of the members could be considered to have been in the second stage. Because the
stages are not linear, and based on the assumption that seKcomection can be helpfùl in
any stage of healing, admission of women in second and third stage healing was deemed
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appropriate. This type of group would likely be contra-indicated for women in the initial
stages of their healing, and caution is thus suggested regarding replication of this later

stage group with them (Hennan, 1992).
Herman's (1992b)concept of safety is signincant even for a group addressing later
stage healing tasks. The establishment of safety remains an important component for

healing and growing to take place, especially during the initial stages of group which are
often characterized by participant anxiety. Adding to this is the nature of childhood sexual
abuse which is often associated with secrecy and feelings of shame, and the tendency for

survivors to experience challenges in developing trust. For these reasons, it was important
to establish the group as a safe place to share and heal fiom the abuse.

The methods in which d e t y were incorporated into the design of this group break
down into structure and content areas. First, the women attended, individually, a pregroup meeting with the facilitator where the group was explained and questions or

concerns were addressed. Second, the group was closed. As a closed group, membership
was stable and fixed, thus encouraging the development of trust and cohesion (Corey,
1997). It was also hoped that with trust and cohesion, feelings of c o ~ e c t i o nand support
would develop between the women.

Safety was also addressed in group content. Because groups can be powerful
experiences that sornetirnes generate intense feelings, discussion included steps and
options when feeling ovenvhelrned both duMg and outside of group. Further, individual
counseiiors at the centre remained available to their respective clients throughout the
duration of the group, both to process group expenence and continue the healing work
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experienced in that context. Safety within the group dso included the development of a
clear contract at the first meeting, which specified the women's identified needs for safety,
as well as rules for handling codict and intense feelings.
Finally, wMe the group was stnictured and time-limited, involving a pre-arranged
agenda of selected topics and exercises for each of the twelve sessions, some degree of
flexibility was required to reflect the interests and needs of group members. Changes that
arose during group meetings were discussed with members and agreed upon before
modifications were made. As expected, the degree of structure also varied according to
the stage of the group. More structure and a greater presence or role for the facilitators

were incorporated in the initial stages of group to help enhance safety.

In summary, tailoring the group to meet the needs associated with later stage of
healing, specifically re-comecting with the self, while also temaining cognizant of safety
needs, were both components of healing based on the trauma literature.

While a strengths focussed approach was largely addressed earlier, this section will
speciS, how the values of empowerment and strengths have been incorporated into the
design. As the group involved exploration of difticult topics, it was anticipated that intense
feelings such as grief and loss would be associated with them. For this reason, each
session was designed so that empowering exercises buiit upon and followed heavy topics.

In this manner, the sessions were designed to help connect participants with their own
imer resources to help soothe, nurture, re-parent and thrive. The message that each

woman had such inner resources and wisdom within herselfwas ernphasized and
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cornrnunicated throughout the duration of the group by the facilitators, exercises and the
very structure of the group.

Practicum Objectives
Group Goals
The goals of the group can be divided into content and process. Process goals wül
be described in the following section exploring the value of group work for women

survivors of child sexual abuse. Content goals included:
1) Heightening awareness of the factors contributing to the sense of self
2) Enhancing sense of self
3) Encouraging integration of the various dimensions of self

4) Increasing self-esteern

Value of gr ou^ Work with Women Survivors of Abuse: Process Goals

Various authors support the use of group treatment with a population of trauma or
abuse s u ~ v o r (Bass,
s
1994; Courtois, 1988; Heman, 199%; Rittenhouse, 1997),

including the value of groups in countering a legacy of isolation, secrecy and shame. Aside

from breaking the secrecy and finding commonality, another process goal surrounds the
nature of women's development. Specüïcdly, given Miller's (199 1) work discussing the

importance of women's personality development within the context of relationships (see
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Chapter Two), it was expected that the group would provide an ideal atmosphere in which
the women would be able to explore who they were within an interpersonal context.

In summary, process goals of the group included:
1) To provide an opportunity to break the secrecy that ofken sunounds childhood sexual

abuse
2) To provide an opportunity to reduce isolation and increase commonality through

connecting with others who have also expenenced childhood sema1 abuse
3) To provide the opportunity for personal growth within a context that recogNzes and

respects women's developmental needs for comection

Persona1 Leaminp Goals
As one of the primary components of the practicurn is to increase the skiil level of
the practioner, this section outlines in more detail my personal leaming goals Rom this
expenence.

In a most broad and general sense, my learning goals encompassed gaining
expenence and ski11 as a group facilitator. On a personal level, it was my hope that the
experience of running two groups would help to inmease my cornfort level and confidence
in this role. As my nature is generdly quiet and gentle, my tendency has been to hold back
in deference to other stsmembers, which has to this point presented some challenges in
achieving as active a role in group as I would ideally prefer. This practicurn provided an

oppominity to broaden my experience through the assumption of greater leadership
responsibility. Specifically it presented an oppominity for me to take a more active role
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than 1 have in the past for the design, implementation and course of the group, and as such
to take more risks. Thus, my first learning goal was to gain group facilitation experience
from a perspective of increased responsibility.
On a professional level, 1 expected to also gain experience in areas generally

associated with group facilitation; specifically, experience in assessing and working with

group climate and process. Also tied to my professional leaniing was the opportunity to
gain experience working with other professionals and thus fûrther develop co-leadership
skills. For this practicum, co-facilitation of the respective groups included working with
one staffmember for the daytime group and one volunteer in the evening group. The
benefits of the co-facilitation mode1 included the opportunity to confer and leam fiom
other professionals, to have someone with whom to debrief the sessions, as well as d the
benefits inherent in working as a tearn. It was important, however, to be aware of potential
co-leadership challenges, such as times where leadership style or values diverged fiom one
another. While such challenges can Iargely be circumvented through discussion and
awareness of each others' style and values, where dserences or challenges did emerge,
they provided leanllng experience in co-facilitation and professional life in general. An

additional factor observed were differences between the experience of co-facilitating with
a staff member and with a volunteer; and specifically how such difEerences afTected either

my role or experience of the groups, or the experience of the group members.
An additional leaming goal sternrned fiom my own, as weU as the agency's,

feminist values. Incorporating such values into the group included recognizing and valuing
women in aii Our roles, foms, and experiences. Working fiom a feminist perspective also
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includes therapist trust in the wisdom and strength of the group members, as weU as their

inherent right to self-determination in the decisions they make in theù iives. Findy,

working from a feminist perspective also entails comecting the personal with the poütical.
Recognizing and offering such perspectives were an important component of the group,
incorporated fonnally in the outüne as weli as managed appropriately in the group
process. As a leamhg goal, the group was a context in which to practice implementing

such values in my professional life.

In surnrnary, my learning goals included:
1. To gain group facilitation expenence in a role of increased responsibility and investment

2. To gain expenence in assessing and working with group climate and process
3. To further develop experience working with other professionals
4. To observe any differences between the group co-facilitated by the stsmember and

the volunteer
5 . To incorporate feminist pnnciples into the group.

6. To assess the group, it's fit of content and design with this population.

CHAPTER II
L I T E R A m REVIEW: THE SELF AND TRAUMA

Definition of Self
The self is an aspect of personality, incorporated in theory to greater or lesser
degrees according to the philosophical perspective of the theorist. Overall, personality

theorists make etiological assumptions about personality, generally including beliefs
surrounding genetic factors, environmental Muences such as culture, society and learned
behaviour, the role of choice and unconscious idluences, and cognitive processes
(Hergenhahn, 1994). It is probably safe to assume that, to some extent, personality can be

infiuenced by any one or combination of the above factors.
According to some theorias, at the core of al1 of this, and existing in ali people, is
a central and unique imer force (Horney, 1950; Rogers, 1959). It is this force, emphasized

to greater or lesser degrees across personality theories, that is referred to as the self. As a

theoretical and variable constnict however, definitions Vary. Some who have attempted to
define the self include Bonirne (1989) as cited by Price (1994);
" It is a cornplex Mective-senwte-cognitive phenomenon
experienced in the course offunconinng. Selfis ineffable
imùprivate. It is a subliinindjeeing of being a partrpartreuIàr
person in an experience. a vague sense of a me invohed actively
or picrive&, aîive und somehow in relation to others. @.2 1 )
"

Bonime (1989) eloquently makes reference to the dEkulties inherent in d e h g a
sense of se& referring to it as both a pnvate and ineffable experience of the individual.

Others, such as Cole and Putnam (1992) strive to build upon the above and connect the
subjective experience in conjunction with the social;
Sense of sevis a psychologrcal consn~ct,un inference derived
from one 'seqwience that orgmizes t h t eprience into a senw
of indivihuality, unity, and contimity...The sense of self emerges
out of the transactions beîween the individual and others ... Self
and social functioning are inextricably b d together... @. 176)
"

"

Miller (199 1) agrees with the conneaion between the individual and social selves,
as it is her contention that, particularly for women, individual identity development is

developed through active interchange with others from the moment of binh. She
continues,
" Out of

this interplay ofexperience (with others) one certaidy
develops a sense of one 'sself; t h is infernalor mental
representution of one 's self: Moreover, one develops a seme of
one 'sself as a person who utte& !O and responck to whar is
going on in the relationship between two or more people." (p @)

From the work of those who have attempted to translate some essence of the sense
of self into words, three themes emerge: first, that d e h g the self is a subjective, personal

and difficult endeavour. Second, that a sense of self is comprised of unique features that

both differentiateus fiom and connect us with othen. According to Horney (1950) the
individual self is comprised of the content and extent of feelings, thoughts, desires,
resources, interests, talents, values and gifts of any given individual (this concept will be
broadly referred to in upcoming sections as self-definition). By inference the above also
touches upon the concept of seKesteem, specifically the evaluation of the parts that
comprise the self Fially, as Cole and Putnam (1992) and Miller (199 1) point out, there

exists a significant co~ectionbetween the individual sense of self with the social and
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interpersonai world, a concept summarized by the term "relationships" for the remainder
of the paper.

A fourth theme not yet discussed, is that the sense of self is rarely conceptualized

as a static or unchanging entity. In fact, many theorists speak to the ability of individuals
to adapt and modiQ themselves in new directions (Gawain, 2000; Homey, 1950; Rogers,
1959). The change process has been referred to by Homey (1950) as an instinct towards

self-realization, a tendency for people to work towards healing and re-comection with the
full potential of their real selves. Rogers (1959) refers to this concept as the tendency for

people towards self actualization, defined as a "thrust towards life" and a quest for
continued positive development.
Gawain (2000),in drawing corn traditional teachings, simplifies and organites the

concept of self into four dimensions, including the spintual, mentai, emotionai and physicai
aspects of being. Specifically, the spintual aspect of seifis defined as the most fundamental
aspect of human entity that connects people with systems of belief and universality and
which can include, but is not limiteci to, traditional religion. The spiritual dimension of the
self is thought to engender belonging, meaning and purpose, which in tum connect people
with hope, understanding or strength when dealing with adversity or daily life.

The mental level incorporates the thoughts, attitudes, beüefs, values and mernories

of an individual. In this way, the cognitive aspect of selfis inter-related with the other
three dimensions, fonnllig, for example, the values and beliefs one holds about spirituality,
emotions and the physical body. Similar to theones that refer to cognitive schernas, this
aspect is important in that such beliefs are utilized to interpret, organize and assign
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meaning to the world. Whüe this dimension is traditionaiiy associated with the rational,
thinking rnind, many differing fonns of intelligence comprise this category, including

social, emotional, musical, instrumental or intellechial UiteUigence for example.
The emotional level refers to the entire range of human felings. Gawain (2000)
postulates that this aspect of self is frequently discount4 in society, owing in part to
patnarchal values that exuit rationality and devalue that which is traditionally associated
with women, such as emotions. Feelings however engender meaningful contact and

connection with others, and also sigdicantly serve to provide humans with important
sources of information about needs.
The physical dimension of seifis the body, the most tangible and visible of the four
aspects, as well as "home" to the other three dimensions of seK It includes physicai health,
nutrition and movement. The physical dimension includes body sensations?such as the
need for sustenance, sleep, exercise or are.

Overall, the four dimensions of self are considerd to be inter-related and
comected, each infiuencing, and inûuenced by, the others. In this way, it is considered
possible, although not necessary, that change at one level influences and generates change
at others. Ultimately, it is considered ided to find a balance between these four dimensions

that recognizes and values each. The organization and emphasis on balance that Gawain
(2000) bnngs to the discussion of selfis the clearest way in which to help conceptualize

this in therapeutic work with individuals.

Definition of Child Sexual Abuse
Child sexual abuse as defined in this paper, is any f o m of sema1 contact or

sexualized behaviour between an adult or individual in a position of authority, with a child
or adolescent. Child sexual abuse encompasses a wide range ofbehaviours, ranging fiom
exhibitionkm to intercourse, and thus includes behaviours that do not involve physical
touching, such as gestures, comments or observation. Patterns of abuse cm range from a
single violation to ongoing, repeated and long term abuse, and vary according to course,
duration, frequency, and method of coercion. Perpetrators are defined as anyone in a
position of power or authority over the chiid, including parents\guardians, siblings,
grandparents, uncles or aunts, neighbours, famiîy fkiends or teachers, spiritual leaders or
strangers. To be clear, child sexual abuse involves any sexual contact or sexuaiked

behaviour between a child and any person in a position of authority over that child or
adolescent for the purpose of perpetrator benefit, and it occurs without consent. It is
noted that children are not capable of giving informed consent due to their developmental
level, age and state of dependency (Courtois, 1988; & 1997; Dolan, 1991) In agreement
with Fortune (1 997) mutality, choice and equality as weli as the absence of fear are

prerequisites for consent to be considered meaningful. These conditions do not exist for
children.

Impact of Child Sexual Abuse
A multitude of studies and literature exists as to the effects of childhood sexual

abuse on survivors, both in the immediate life of the child and the subsequent, lasting
effects on the adult. Trauma literature (Carlson & Furby, 1997; Herman, 1992a & 1992b;
Rodriguez, Ryan, Kemp & Foy, 1997; Van der Kolk, 1996) oAen speaks to the existence

of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), a psychiatnc diagnosis designed to describe

syrnptoms of intmsion, avoidance and hyper-arousal in trauma survivors.
Specifically, the recognized cnteria cited in the DSM-N(1994) for defining PTSD
include any expenence that generates traumatic feelings of feu, heIplessness and horror.
PTSD is characterised by contradictory and oscülating episodes of re-expenencing of the
event (intmsion), coupled with episodes of avoidance or numbing effects. Re-experiencing

can refer to such experiences as intrusive recollections of the trauma, dreams, feelings that

the trauma is actually recumng, or distress in response to reminders of it that can be either
psychological or physiological. Avoidance can include avoidance of thoughts, feelings or
conversations about the trauma, avoidance of reminders of it, memory loss, reduced
participation in activitiea, ftelings of estrangement, restricted affêct, and a diminished
sense of the fiiture. It is these seemingly contradictory reactions between avoidance and

re-experiencing that Herman (1992b) terms the "dialect of trauma", which is observed to
rnirror a struggle often expenenced by s u ~ v o of
n childhood sexud abuse centring

around the need for truth telling and the need for secrecy.
In light, however, of the multitude of symptoms and effects reported over the

years, there has been growing awareness that PTSD alone can not adequately account for
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the host of responses reported. For example, Doian (1991) cites dissociative responses,
memory problems, imitional guilt, sexual dysfunction, disturbed eating behaviour,
substance abuse, compulsive sexuality, seif-destructive behaviour, socially maladaptive
behaviour, difficulty with trust, depression, anxiety, and irnpaired seif esteem as additional
symptoms that cm be experienced by s u ~ v o rof
s childhood semai abuse, in addition to
the traditional symptomology associated with PTSD. Carlson and Furby (1997) talk about

feelings of depression and guilt, as well as difficulties with aggression, identity and
interpersonal relationships, in addition to re-experiencing and avoidance. Courtois (1988)
also discusses a host of reactions in the emotional, interpersonal, social, sexual and esteem
aspects of survivors. Van der Kolk (1996) similarly sumrnarizes these eEects as touching
the emotional, cognitive, somatic, characteroiogical, behavioural and spintual components
of those whose Lives have been changed by trauma. As Courtois concludes, childhood

sexual abuse has the ability to affect every major sphere of s u ~ v o r slives.
'

The above has prompted experts üke Herman (1992a & 1992b) and Van der Kok
(1 996) to argue for a new diagnosis that better reflects the legacy of trauma for those who

have suMved such experiences as childhood sexual abuse. Such a new diagnosis rests on
the premise that while PTSD as a diagnostic category is a good reflection of the

symptomology associated with a discrete trauma expenence (for exarnpie a rape or a

natural disaster), expansion of this concept is required to better refiect the effects of
prolonged and repeated trauma, such as childhood abuse, on individuals. It is the
distinguishing factors of captivity and coercive control that dïerentiate between these
two types of experiences. Based on this, Herman (1992a) argues that PTSD should be

expanded beyond experiences of constriction and intrusion to include additional
symptomology, distinct characterological changes and vuherability to repeated harrn after
the trauma. This is a formulation that she ternis Complex-Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(C-PTSD).
Specifically, additional syrnptomology includes categories recognizing
somatization, dissociation and aective changes. Somatization includes various States of
arousal such as hypervigilence, agitation, anxiety, and an absence of a baseline state of
calm or cornfort, in addition to a host of physical complaints. Dissociation, conscious or
unconscious, includes thought stopping, minimiration, denial, as well as disturbances in
tirne, memory and concentration. Anective changes include feelings of bittemess,
depression, rage and feeling forsaken by God and the world.
Characterological changes include pathological changes in relationships and in
identity. Distinctive relationship differences associated with sunivon are theorized as
originating fiom a traumatic bonding with the captor. Perpetraton typically employ a
vanety of methods to establish control over victims, which resuit in feelings of

helplessness and terror, loss of autonomy, as weil as a loss of oneselfin relation to others.
However, in these situations, victims must depend upon the individual responsible for their
harms and humiliations to meet a variety of their needs, including basic bodily or s u ~ v a l
needs, information and emotional sustenance. It is this context of dependance upon the
individual(s) inflicting the h m which fonns the buis of the traumatic bond. Future
relationships are often characterised by oscillations between intense attachent and

withdrawal as weli as boundary violations which also have implications for repeated h m .
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Changes in identity often include the loss of seif and even the sense that one has a
sense of seif Particularly complex deformations of identity may emerge where the
survivor views herself as malignant, contaminated, guilty or evil. Other deformations
interact with and involve dissociation resulting in varying degrees of fiagmentation.
A wlnerability to and increased fiequency of repeated harm after trauma may

manifest as self-inflicted injury, for example in self'-mutilation, slashing or pulling out hair.
H a m may also be perpetrated by subsequent individuals, such as battering in an intimate

relationship.
Herman (1992a) concludes by stressing the importance of awareness of the

symptoms associated with trauma in the interest of providing effective intervention. As
social judgement of survivors' behaviour tends to be harsh, understanding it helps to put
such behaviour in context and avoid victim-blaming. Faiiing to understand these effects

funher stigrnatizes and harms the individual. In this context, the imponance of a mode1
that accurately reflects the experiences of s u ~ v o r iss clear.

in sumrnaiy, it is evident from even such a tt-uncated review of the effects
associated with childhood trauma that it is a complicated and large area, marked by a wide
heterogeneity of experiences, individual dfierences, and symptoms. Some, such as Carlson
and Furby (1997), Courtois (1988) and Van der Kok (1996) have reported attempts to
account for the above variability observed in content and severity of effects, in a manner
that spans biological, developmental, social and cultural factors, as weli as pnor and
subsequent lXe events. For example, factors such as the duration and fiequency of the
abuse, the type of sexual activity, the use or threat of physical violence, age of onset, the
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characteristics of the perpetrator including relationship to the victim, the actions and
resiliency of the child, as weil as responses to disdosure including those at the institutional
levels have al1 been cited as factors that can sene either to rnitigate or contribute to the
impact of the traumatic experience and resulting symptoms. While such information
certainly has value, in a final analysis it needs to remain no more than a guide. It is likely
that the entire range of responses to trauma will continue to be somewhat of an enigrna in
the sense that definitive Lists about and factors contributing to severity can not always

account for the full range of human responses, given the complexity of the human
organism and life expenence.
As a final note surrounding the complexity of effects of trauma, Carlson and Fuhy

(1 997) have developed a framework which distinguishes between '%ore", "secondary"

and "associated" responses to traumatic abuse. Such a ôarnework helps to describe and
organize the multiple and inter-relating effects of abuse by etiological sources of

symptomology. Specifically, core responses correspond closely with traditional PTSD
symptomology. Secondary and associated responses refer, respectively, to features
expenenced in response to core symptoms, and to the environment in which the abuse
occurs.

As mentioned, core responses are fairly straight representations of PTSD

symptomology. Secondary symptoms however occur as a result of the core trauma
responses of re-experiencing and avoidance. For example, social disapproval and negative
feedback about behaviour related to re-experiencing or avoidance may result in low seLf=
esteem. Di££icultiesin interpersonal relationships may take the fonn of disco~ectionfiom

family and peers as a secondary response to the core symptoms of avoidance and reexperiencing. Feelings of guilt and sharne may follow maladaptive behavioun such as
drinking, self h u m , or prostitution for example, developed as an attempt to cope with core

symptoms.
Associated symptoms are those that occur as a result of the child's environment.
For example, in the case of low self-esteem generated as an associated response,
experiences such as verbal abuse or neglect would be factors that could lead to the

internaiization of negative self-worth. As further examples, identity disturbances may be
the result of associated factors if opportunities for healthy development such as

participation in social activities, sports or academics are limited. Dficulties in
interpersonal relationships would be an associated response to a lack of role models
demonstrating healthy relationships, as would poor attachent to wetakers. Related to
attempts to preserve attachent to the caretaker, associated sources of guilt and shame
may invoive, for example, the creation of an environment whereby the child takes

responsibility and blames herself for the abuse. What Carlson and Furby (1997)
demonstrate in the above is that the same symptom can originate and be associated with
different, although often interacting sources.
In summarizhg al1 of the above idormation surrowrding the impact of childhood
sexual abuse, it is clear that this is a vast, complex and complicated area that typically

involves serious life consequences and challenges for those who survive. The next section
of the report wiil attempt to synthesize some of the above as weil as explore additional
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contributions from the literature that speak more directly to the efects of child sexual
abuse on the sense of self'.

Child Semal Abuse and Sense of Self
Despite diEering language, approach, and emphasis of varying authors, four
recumng themes becarne apparent in a review of the literature surrounding the impact of
trauma on the sense of self, or that subjective, centrai and powerful inner force discussed
earlier. It is noted that the distinctions between these four observed impacts are somewhat
complicated as they inter-relate and innuence one another. Specifically, however,
childhood sexual abuse has been observed to have lasting and senous effects upon
memory, self4efinition, self-esteem and relationships. For the purposes of this paper,

memory refers to the ab+ty to have access to a coherent, comprehensive and accessible
past, or a sense of continuity of and information about one's personal history. Monnation
surrounding one's likes, dislikes, boundaries, feelings or values for exarnple, including
knowledge about the unique ways in which one is dserent from or similar to others in a
vanety of contexts, is defined in this paper as selfdefinition. Self-esteem is the way one
feels about themseives and herlhis value as a human being. Relationships refer to who the
person is and how they act in relation to others, and is a construct of importance to

personality, perhaps particularly for women, as wili be discussed in more detaii below.

This section WUbe used to elaborate upon the four themes discussed above, with
the understanding that both theû etiology and impact require elaboration of thei.
connection with the unique features associated with childhood trauma, and the
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concomitant defenses that can arise within such experiences. This section will thus attempt
to draw the connection between these features and theu impact on personality, including
history, selfidefinition, seKesteem and relationships. Fint however, it wiil be beneficial to
explore theory delineating the course of "normal" female development as a context in
which to appreciate the impact and challenges to personaüty development inherent in the
experience of child sema1 abuse.

Self-In-Relation Theoq
Miller (1 99 1), an author associated with the Stone Centre, an organization based
out of Wellesley College in Massachusetts that conducts research devoted to the study of
women, provides a developmental perspective of personality prirnariiy for conceptudiring
female development, although it is perhaps equally applicable to boys in the absence of
powerful forces of socialization. Essentially, the premise of the work is that girls develop a
sense of self through their experiences with others and through being themselves in
relation with others. This is referred to as "being in relationship," and ideally includes a
process of mutual attendig and responding.
The concept of "being in relationship" is theorized to be present from infancy
onwards. The development of an increasingly cornplex sense of self evolves over tirne,
both with greater awareness of individual capacities and Mews as weU as ability to put
these into efect, but also as the individual is exposed to increasingly numerous and
cornplex relationships and interactions wit h other selves. Balancing these two requires new
understandings within relationships creating and necessitating complex processes of

mutual attending and responding. Miller refers to the growth as "agency within

comrnunity," meaning that ideally girls are actively interacting and "doingy'within
numerous relationships which thereby expose them to multiple options and choices and
challenges as to how to both relate and be.
Unfortunately, throughout childhood, Miller (1991) contends that girls become
increasingly aware of the importance, power and value accorded men in society and the
concomitant devaiuation of women. Girls ofien struggle with messages that energy should
be directed toward the well being and growth of males. This message is thought to

become exceptionally strong during adolescence, and fiequently sense of self as an active
agent within relationships is too often observed to metamorphosize into a sense of self that
defers to and meets the needs of others.
Miller (1 991) concludes that being in relationship is an important and vaiuable
concept for understanding both the manner in which women develop, as well as the ways
by which development cm be damaged for both boys and girls by present societal

experiences. Finally, it is felt that an understanding of this process and awareness of the
importance of relationships to women's development and sense of self, is required by
those in the helping comrnunity in order to help foster personal growth and re-co~ection
with oneself
In light of the importance of meaningful and respeaful comection between people

that women's development is thought to require, it is not diicult to imagine the deformity
and assault on the sense of selfthat the experience ofchildhood m a l abuse b ~ g sWhile
.

the Stone Centre is largely silent on this topic, it is not too difficult to imagine that
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challenges include an assault on fieedom to develop and exert a sense of self' in a mutuaüy
responsive and respectfbl environment. Indeed, the dearth of empathy and pathology that
permits perpetrators to assault certainly does not foster the security or conditions required
to experience oneself as an active agent in relationship with others. Contrary to respect,
the abuse environrnent leaves the child to develop in the context of a pathological and

deeply disturbed relationship(s). While the Stone Centre has not specifically elaborated on
the above, it is clear that the conditions and attachments associated with childhood sexual
abuse would certainly not be conducive to fostenng the course of development described
eartier.

Childhood Trauma: Attachment and Entra~ment

-

Attachent is a concept often associated with object relations theory a theory of
personality development which connects individuals with their social environrnents, and in

particular the environrnent of early childhood. Basically, attachment refers to the basic
need in al1 children to have secure and loving interactions with caregiven. It is postulated
that the development of trust both in oneself and in others is premised on such early
interactions (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).

In an environrnent of abuse however, attachent cm take difFerent and creative
forms as children remain necessady dependent upon others for survival, protection, love
and vimially every aspect of being. When such dependence and the child are exploited by
abuse, dependency becomes entrapment or captivity. These tenns convey the coercive
control of the caregiven over the child, and it is the relationship formed with the
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perpetrator(s) that Herman (1992a& 1992b)and Courtois (1988& 1997) use to explain
the pervasive and profound efEects on subsequent personality development. In sum, this
damage is understood in an environment where basic forms of attachent can not develop
normally. Rather than the development of a secure, safe and loving attachent, in the
context of semai abuse children live in a world where trust, love, safety, and control are
formed with the untrustworthy, unsafe people who h m through exploitation of theù
dependency (Herman, 1992b). Again, children, regardless of the context, retain the
profound need to form attachrnents for survival. It is thus postulated that in order for
children to develop the attachent necessaiy to s u ~ v ine such pathological conditions,

they will usually resort to one of two strategies; either the alteration of reality, or the
construction of an alternative system of meaning to justiQ the abuse.

1. Alteration of Reality: Effects on HistorvIMemory

Clark (1993) sumarizes the defenses associated with the first strategy, that of
altering reality, as including denial, repression and dissociation. Denial is the process by

which a child protects herself or himself fiom the trauma of the sexual abuse by refusing to
acknowledge it. According to Clark (1993), such a strategy disrupts the continWty of
memory, affect, perception and meaning. Repression involves the conscious forgetting of
the abuse and is the least disruptive of the three strategies for altering reality. Dissociation
however is a complicated and very serious process by which memory or expenence can
become isolated or split fiom personality. Dissociation can range fkom arnnesia about the
sexual abuse to Dissociative Identity Disorder in its moa extreme fom. Regardless of the
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form it takes, altering reality is a creative response of a child in a desperate situation who,

unable to alter the situation, alters that which she can, her rnind. What the child gains
through altering reality is s u ~ v ain
l a desperate and ovenwhelrning situation. What the
child sacrifices is a sense of self-coherence, and continuity of memory and expenence.

Despite the absence of such knowledge, individuals may stiil experience the legacy
of syrnptomology associated with childhood sexual abuse, including any array of

symptoms associated with PTSD or Complex-PTSD, as discussed earlier. Not only can
such symptoms be mysterious and frightening, and especidy so in the absence of a

context in which to place them, they may also be experienced as embarrassing or

stigrnatizing (a secondary symptom), demonstrating interaction between memory and selfesteem.

II. Alternative Svstem of Meaninn: ERects on Esteem
As mentioned above, the second strategy employed by traumatized children is the

development of an altemate system of meaning in which to understand, or justify the abuse
in an effort to maintain attachent to the caregivers. Generally, the most common

manifestation of this strategy is a belief system which sets the child up as responsible or
deserving of the abuse ( B h d & Bluhm, 1994; Cole & Putnam, 1992; Herman, 1992b;
Price, 1994). The benefit in blaming the self for the abuse is that it ailows presewation of
the child's need for attachent to the caregiver. As Heman (1992b) and Cole and Putnam
(1992) point out, egocentrism normally associated with childhood helps to frame an
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understanding of the propensity for children to corne to such conclusions and strategies
that utilize a degraded image of self
Expanding upon self-degradation, Price's (1 994) work explores the defense of
idealization in presening attachent to the caregiver. At an individual level, idealization
transfomis the powerlessness and wlnerability of the chiid into feelings of mastery,
control and superiority through believing she has special power and attributes. This
defence generally only serves to mask traumatic feelings of inferiority, dirtiness or shame
discussed above. Idealization of the self may manifest in the belief that the family or the
perpetrator could not live without the child in the role of victim, her perception of her
sexuality, or overali feelings of goodness. While such a defence has obvious initial
adaptive functions for the child, it also places such an individual in a wlnerable position
whereby ahuiety, self hatred or shame can be activated by perceived failures or injuries to
aggrandized self perceptions, again irnpacting feelings of s&esteem.
According to Pnce (1994), idealization can also refer to the child's perceptions of
the parent/abuser, for whom the child, in her desire to protect the parent-child tie and
perhaps additionally infiuenced by parental perceptions of their own behaviour as nonabusive, creates an unshakeable belief in the good parent. Various memory defences may
interact at this level to help protect such perceptions of the parents. As already discussed,
a related mechanism for protecting the belief in the idealized parent is the formation of an
entrenched and powerful sense of self-blame. In this manner, the child protects the
idealized view of the parents and paradoxically reinforces some semblance of controleven if for negative Me events such as the abuse. It is noted that Price's work draws from
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the work of others who have described the phenornenon of splitting (the tendency to view

things as al1 good or ali bad) in general ternis (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998).
In addition to preserwig attachent, seKesteem of the child can be infiuenced by

any variety of core, associated or secondary factors. For exarnple, Herman (1992b) speaks

to the difficulties that children who have been abused frequently expenence in modulating
their (justifiable) anger. Like difficulty associated with modulating PTSD symptomology,

without the vocabulary, developmental level, skills or modelling, outbursts or anger, or
even feelings of hate may only intensiQ imer convictions of badness. Cole and Putnam
(1 992) speak to the child's level of awareness of the abuse as both an illicit and socially

unacceptable behaviour, which in itself can UitensiS, feelings ofshame and thereby a d as a
contributing factor negatively impacting self-esteem.

Herman (1992b) elaborates on this point and speaks to the deep level of shame and
guilt that children cm experience in the event of having been sexually aroused or
experiencing sexual pleasure associated with the abuse. The impact on secesteein can be
sirnilar too if the child received special attention, gifts or privileges fiom the
perpetrator(s). Further, if the child has been made complicit in sirnilar sex crimes against
others, or has felt she has fded to protect loved ones, such as siblings, self-esteem c m

similady suffer (Hennan, 1W2b).

In summary, self-esteem can be altered by the various manifestations and defenses
created to justify the abuse, including seEdegradation and idealkation. In addition, a host
of core, secondary and associated responses can fiirther impact and challenge feelings of
self-worth.

m.Effects on Self-Definition
Child sexual abuse thus negatively impacts the child's self-esteem in a direct
marner, as well as by several secondary and associated ways. According to Herman
(1992b),the devastation of this experience on the child's self esteem becomes the core

around which the rest of the identity, or self-definition is formed. Certainiy such eEects are
severe and prolonged, with the capacity to persist well into adult life.
In addition to affecting memory and esteem, trauma can also influence the self
definition of an individual, such as knowledge surrounding likes, dislikes feelings or
values, including the ways in which one is different from or sirnilar to others in any
multitude of contexts. In other words, selCdefinition refers to the characteristics
associated with any given individual. Defenses associated with dissociation, or the
fragmentation of memory and self, obviously interfere with integration of knowledge and
experience and thus identity (Hennan, 1992b) as well integration of the various aspects of
the self (Cole and Putnam, 1992; Kilgore, 1988). Dissociation can also serve to remove

individuals From or numb them to emotions and feelings, fbrther alienating survivors frorn
important self-defining information about themselves (Clark, 1993; Cole and Putnam,
19%; Henan, 1992b; Van der K o 4 1996).

Some survivors find that with the act of mere s u ~ v a lboth
, during and later with
the legacy of abuse, little time, energy or concem remains for comection with themselves

(Darlington, 1995). "1 never had meaning. 1 never had goals. I just wanted to survive" is a
quote fiom an hcest s u ~ v othat
r Darlington (1995) reports in a publication o u t h g the
results of a qualitative study in which women sunivon were interviewed about their

childhood and the long term impact of the abuse. The overail findings of the study includes
several recumng themes surroundhg the impact of sexual abuse on the sense of self.
Specifically, having no sense of oneself, feelings of detachment or dissociation from the
self, and negative feelings about the self were reported frequently by the participants.
As in general discussion about the sense of self, sel'definition

tends to be an

abstract and difficult construct to define and study. The words and reports of the women
in Darlington's (1995) study however provide powerful insight and understanding of their

experiences in this area. For exarnple, in the words of one survivor;
"1don 't know who I am ut the moment. I don 't know who
Irene really is...And I think the sad thingfor me is that I don 't
even have anything thai I c m make a cumparrson to. I c m 7
look back into the years and say, 'Yes,I used to be like thal but
now I 'mnot like that. ' I feel like I 'm permanently lost. I feel
like I am always walking arormd totally lost. " @. 12)

Darlington's (1995) final question to the women was about recovery, including the
process of moving on from the negative impact of child sexual abuse. Interestingly, the
women participants spoke of recovery as a process involving the re-integration of the

various parts of themselves in order to expenence a sense of wholeness. Specincdy, the

women were reported to have talked about becoming aware of themselves, including their
needs and wants, as well as a process of establishing and maintainhg boundaries as
significant aspects of recovery. This closely reflects the thoughts of Cole and Putnam
(1992) who write that both impact and recovery centre around defbg, regulating and

integrating the various aspects of self

N. Effects on Reiationshi~s

The final theme that the literature draws awareness to is the impact on
relationships in the lives of survivors of chiid sexual abuse. In Miller's (1991) theory of
women's development, personality development is postulated to occur within relation to
others. It seems reasonable to wonder what happens when personality development occurs
within the context of trauma such as childhood sexual abuse.
Herman (1992a & 1992b)and Courtois (1988 & 1997) respond to this question by
speaking to the development of a traumatic bond that occurs in such situations where one
is forced to rely upon those infiicting h m for everything from basic survival to needs for

human contact and love. As discussed, pathological attachment frequently develops in this
situation, with children working hard to establish and retain connection despite the abuse.
This is considered significant as it is thought that attachment and interaction in the past
infiuence the ways in which individuals relate in the present. Attachent thus helps to
clarify subsequent patterns of interaction, relating and attachment often observed in the
adult relationships of abuse survivors (Blizard and Bluhm, 1994; Kilgore, 1988). For
example, enormous deviations of trust and confidence in relationships are freguently
observed (Cole and hitnam, 1992;Heman, 1992b). However humans rarely cease to
need respecthl human contact and love, and the codict between such needs coupled with

severe impairments in the ability to trust others can result in dramatic and confising
oscillations in the regulation of inthnacy (Herman, 1992b).
Significant boundary violations as well as a wlnerabüity to re-victimization have

also been reported as problems in the lives of many survivon (Blizard and Bluhm, 1994;

Herman, 1992a & 1992b; Pnce, 1994; Van der Kok, 1996) as abusive interactions

leamed in childhood are often thought to fonn the "blueprints" of subsequent relationship
pattems (Price, 1994). Danger of re-victirnization can occur when the individuai fails to
recognize cues or signals that danger is imminent (a symptorn ofken associated with a
history of dissociation), from an intense need for love, and in disco~ectionfrom the
information the self cm provide (Herrnan, 1992b). Hennan (1992b) also speaks to the role
s desening of
of self-loathing in re-victimization, suggesting that sometimes s u ~ v o rfeel
such treatment, even at times infkting it upon themselves through self-injury (although
this has also been fiarned as a coping behaviour dependent upon context).
In summary, the literature references the impact of sema1 abuse on the individual
and social functioning of survivors. The comrnon theme that connects several authors has

been the use of attachent theory, specifically the traumatic bond that foms between the
child and the abuser(s), as well as the subsequent defenses utilized to maintain it. In a final

analysis, the pattems established during childhood to preserve attachment are ofien
conceptualized as leaving the survivor with a legacy of relationship and intimacy
challenges. Defenses employed to s u ~ v such
e trauma are also thought to have significant
impact upon other aspects of the sense of self, Uicluding history, esteem and selfdefinition.
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Group Work with Survivon of Child Sexual Abuse
Various authors support the utiiization of group treatment with a population of
trauma or abuse suMvors (Bass, 1994; Chew, 1998;Corey, 1997; Courtois, 1988;

Herman, 1992b; Rittenhouse, 1997;Van der Kolk, 1987). Many of these same authors
also stress the value of group as a complement to individual counselling when working
with this population. Thus, groups in conjunction with individual counselling have been
recognized in the literature as most beneficial to survivors (Chew, 1998; Courtois, 1988;
& Van der Kolk, 1987). It is fiom a perspective that values both modes of intervention
that the advantages of group work specifically are discussed.

In addressing the advantages in group work, Courtois (1988) recognhes the
power in breaking the secrecy associated with abuse. She also speaks to the power of
groups as a catalyst in the recognition that individual challenges and problems are less
about character defects than relatively cornmon reactions to child abuse. Gilligan and

Kennedy (1 989) also discuss how trauma symptomology and legacy tend to lead to
feelings of differentness, wrongness and thus isolation. Group work, however, gives
women the opportunity to break through some of these beliefs while re-connecting with
others and the world via a d e environment. Herman (1992b)dedicates a specinc chapter

-

in her book to the theme of comrnonality specificdly the value of groups in c o u n t e ~ g

the isolation, secrecy and shame ofien associated with abuse. One weil recognised group

specialist has referred to the phenomenon identified by these authors as the power of
"universality" (Yalom, 1985), or recognition that one is not alone despite the isolating
effects of trauma. Other advantages of group counseiling include utilization of the group

as a safe place in which to explore beliefs, childhood messages, feelings and grief (Corey,
1997; Courtois, 1988; Chew, 1998).

Further to al1 the above said advantages, the interpersonal context of groups and
the relevance this has in women's development stands as an important additional

advantage. Specifically, given Miller's (1991) work surrounding the importance of
women's personality development within relationships, group counselling provides an
atmosphere in which women can explore who they are in such an interpersonal context.
Courtois (1988) and Chew (1998) also recognize the importance of this in the reparation
of interpersonal injuries sustained in childhood abuse, which also include inter-personal

opportunities to observe and practice new modes of communication, conflict resolution
and problem solving.
As a final thought on the advantages of conducting group work with this

population, Van der Kolk (1987) illustrates the shift inherent in moving 6om individual
therapy to group counselling. Specifically, the difference in group work is a shift in power

dynamic. While ferninist counsellors work to rninimize power differentials some rernnants
of power and authonty ultimately remain in dl counselling. Van der Kolk explains it as

individual thercrpy there is cm inherent inequdity:
it is a reIationship between a therapist, the "helper.
who implicitly has the m e r s and is not helpless, a d
the patient or client, who n e e h help and muy experience
ut leart some passivity d p o s s i b l y some sense of
hopelesmes. ' 3 . 1 1 9)
" In

"
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Groups, however, move further away from this one on one power difference, both
through providing the opportunity for greater co~ectionwith others, and in opportunities

to observe and leam nom the persona1 growth and experiences of, and with, each other.
The presence of many survivors as well as the sharing and learning that transpires between
them certainly marks a differing dynamic between the power of an individual counselling

situation and a group. For facilitators interested in feminism, the idea of some shift in the
distribution of power is viewed as positive and wonhwhile experience for participants.

CaAPTER III
PWCTICUM PROCEDURES AND DESCRIPTION
Using the information outlined in the literature review surrounding the profound
impact of child sexual abuse on the sense of self, the group developed here was designed
to address connedion or re-comection with aspects of the self that were either lost or
never developed as a result of abuse expenences. This chapter provides information about
group design and procedures. Information about the client population, recruitment, intake
and CO-facilitationare also discussed.

Population
Participants of the group were al1 clientele of The Laurel Centre, a not-for-profit
s
organization specializing in individual and group therapy for women s u ~ v o rof
childhood or adolescent semai abuse. The mandate of The Laurel Centre aiso recognizes
addictions and other forms of compulsive coping behavioun as a consequence of trauma,
behaviours specifically recognized as growing fiom attempts to cope with the pain of child
sexual abuse (Laurel Centre Annual Report, 2000). The women who participated in the
groups were not only s u ~ v o rof
s abuse, but many had additionally been working with
addiction andor some form of compulsive coping as a component of therapy.
Demographic information coiîected at the screening session indicated that the
women who completed the groups ranged in age fiom 27 to 47 years. The mean age was
40. With the exception of one Fira Nations woman, ail the participants were Caucasian. In

this manner other ethnicities and cultures were under-represented in the groups.
Employment status revealed that six of the seven participants were employed, with an
even spiit between full and part time status. AU of the women had a minimum grade
twelve education; three had also completed technical training, and two had taken some
university courses.
It is noted that household income ranged fiom less than six thousand dollars per
year to as much as forty thousand with one client. When taken in consideration with the
number of people in each household, it is noted that six of the seven women feu below the
Statistics Canada Low Income Cutoff(1998). Reports made by the women indicating Little
disposable household income were consistent with the above. This aspect was perhaps
anticipated as the long wait list for services offered by the agency (approximately two

years), also suggests that some of the agency's clients are kely without financial
resources to obtain private counselling, which would shorten the wait. It is noted however
that because the agency is considered the leading counselling specialist in Winnipeg for
working with this population, women of al1 income levels are represented as clients of the
agency. The demographic data is presented in chart form (set Table I and 2 below) for
each of the groups.

Table One

-

Demognpbic Information Croup One
Client

Ethnicity

Age

Category

3
4*

5*

1
1
1

35-39

1 Caucasian

4045

Caucasian

1

4045

1 Caucasian
1 Caucasian
1 Caucasian

3 0-3 5

Caucasian

45-50

35-39

Relship
Status

Employment
Status

#of
Child'n

Household
Income
(thousands)

pt time

divorced

unemployed

I

l

1

4

hl1 time
disability

single

pt. time
unemployed

separated

I

O

Table Two

-

Demognphic Information Croup Two

Client

Age

Ethnicity

Category

Employment

Relship
Status

# of

Child'n

Category
(t housands)

Status

40-45

Caucasian

pt. time

married

3

25-30

Caucasian

pt. t h e

cornmonlaw

O

45-40

Caucasian

fiil1 time

divorced

O

3 0-3 5

First
Nations

fidl time

married

2

45-50

Caucasian

pt. time

married

2

* Indicates drop-outs

Income

Reciuitment and Screening
Group participants were recmited fiom the pool of women already receiving
services at The Laurel Centre. In addition to being clients of the agency, women were
referred to the group by their individuai counsellors on the basis of client interest and
appropnateness for the group.

Following therapist refenal, a screening i n t e ~ e w
was utilized to further assure
compatibility. The i n t e ~ e wprovided an opportunity for potential group members and the
facilitator to meet with each other before the start of the group to discuss the goals,
purpose, structure, procedures, and logistics of the group, as well as its fit with the needs
and expectations of potential group members. The meeting also provided an opporhinity

to address questions and concems of interested parties about the group. While it was
anticipated that refemng therapists would have identified factors contraindicating group
participation, the screening inteniew provided an additional oppomtnity to assess for
factors that could potentially render group unhelpfùl for the individual candidate or impact
negatively upon the group as a whole. Contraindications included aggression, acute
psychosis and severe substance abuse. Women also needed to be able to acknowledge the
abuse as real for themselves and others, as weU as able to hear the pain and expenences of
othen (Corey, 1997; Courtois, 1988). No individuals were screened out for these, or any
other reasons. (See Appendk A for a copy of the Screening Questions).
At the screening interviews information was also provided about the group as a
component of a Masters of Social Work degree. Such factors as the audio taping of
sessions, the evaluation procedures, and the written report were explained and the women
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signed consent foms acknowledging this information as well as permission to use theu
experience as part of the practicum. It was noted both in the screening interview as weii as
on the consent forrn that the women were fiee to choose not to participate, or to withdraw
their consent at any time and stiU be welcome in the group. No participant expressed
reservations about the above, and al1 signed the consent forms (Appendix B). The
screening interview concluded with the completion of the pre-group drawings which
contributed to the assessrnent and evaiuation of the group (detailed description provided
s
generally one hour in length.
in Chapters Four and Five). Screening i n t e ~ e w were
In total, eleven women participated in the intakes, and seven women completed the

groups. One woman dropped out of the evening group before sessions started. Of the four
women who started the evening group, ail completed. In the moming group, two women
dropped &ter the first session. One woman dropped individual counselling as well, and
attempts to contact her were unsuccessful. The second woman found employment and for
his reason did not return. Finally, a third woman dropped the moming group by the sixth
week, having attended four sessions. Based on information she shared with the group, this
move may have been precipitated by outside stressors and crisis. Attempts to reach her
were also unsuccessful.

Co-Facilitators

The groups were CO-facilitatedby different individuals. The moming group was
CO-facilitatedby another stafhember of the agency who, coincidently was the most
senior clinician on staff and also in the process of complethg her Masters of Social Work
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degree. The evening group was CO-facilitateciby a volunteer of the agency and graduate of
the Applied Counselling Program at Red River College. This voluntrer had several years

of involvement with The Laurel Centre, and Dimensions of Self was the third group she
CO-facilitatedat the agency (the second associated with a practicum). Neither of the COfacilitators were available for the screening interviews; however both were involved in pregroup planning, and a pet-iod of debriefing following, each session.

Group Outline
The topics of the group can be conceptualized as falling into three main categories:

awareness, definition and integration. The awareness section, iduenced by the ecological
model, worked to foster a consciousness of the ways in which sense of xifis affected by
society, family and the semal abuse. Topics associated with the second category were
ones that encouraged thought surrounding definition of se& including the importance of
feelings, getting in touch with the se& and relationships. The last two meetings before
closing focused on integration of the material covered and the various aspects of self,
including one session focussing on self-esteern, or valuing the aspects of seifwith which
the women connected and re-comected. (See Appendk C and D for group outhe and

agenda).
The group utiiized various rituaiized activities in conjunction with the discrete

session exercises. Specificaily, the group format always incorporated a check-in and a
check-out, an opening meditation, and concluding ~ e ~ e s t e etechnique.
m
Funher, the
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importance of self care was emphasized with a self-care basket passed around the group at
check-out .
The opening meditation was utilized as a manner of aiding the transition Eoom the
outside world to the work of the group by providing a space to breathe and connect with
the self (for more information about the exercise, see Chapter Four). Check-in was a
penod in which group memben were aven unintempted space to say how they were
feeling, what was happening for them in their lives, or anything else that felt significant to

them to share with the group.
A section entitled "Le£tovers" always followed check-in and provided the

opportunity to addresses anything fiom the past week or weeks that the participants

wanted. It was also the t h e that flip-chart notes from the previous week were distributed
to the group.
A self-esteem technique was also incorporated into every group as an additional
way of maintaining the focus on one of the group objectives, increasing self-esteem. The

techniques were a series of short exercises or visuaiiitions that were completed by the
group members prior to check-out.
Check-out provided the same opportunity as check-in but at the end of each
session. It gave the facilitators additional Uiformation about members' emotional status
before leaving the group. Check-out was significant for d e t y reasons, and for additional
information about the impact of the group in general. Check-out aiso incorporated the
ritual of a self-care basket. As each member completed her check-out, she was encouraged

to pick something fiom the basket, which contained items related to self-care (such as tea,
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bathing bubbles and hand lotion for example). Items for the basket were initiaüy provided
by the facilitator, but members assumed responsibility for continuing the basket for the
remainder of the group.

CaAPTER N
TEE GROUP PROCESS

The twelve sessions were designed such that the group was divided into three main
sections, couched on either end by a week of introduction and a week to mark the group's
ending. The three main sections pertained to awareness, ~ei~definition,
and integration.
The awareness section, of four weeks duration, focused on examining contnbuting factors
in personality development such as society, family, and the effects of child sexual abuse. It
also began with one session generating awareness about the four aspects of self'. The focus

of the second section was on co~ecting,re-co~ectingand defining individual selfdefinition; this was also four weeks in length. The foilowing two weeks were devoted to
assirnilating and integrating what had been addressed in group sessions.

This chapter provides a more detailed description of how each week of the group
proceeded, specifically detailing information sunounding the exercises, how they were
received, and general process issues. Details of discussions and identifjmg information
have been ornitted so as to protect the confidentiality of group members.

WEEK ONE: Introduction to Group

Week One involved multiple introductions; including of the group members to
each other, of the CO-facilitatonto each group, and of the group in general. The four
specific objectives of this first week were: (1) to introduce group members to each other
and to the group process; (2) to begin developing safety and clarify group noms with the
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group agreement; (3) to explore expectations and clan@ what the group could realisticaily
offer; and finally (4) to connect the concepts of self care and identity.

In both groups, the session began by welcoming the women and introducing the
facilitators. The agenda had been printed on a flip chart, which was then reviewed so that
group members would know what to expect from the remainder of the session. It is noted
here that the agenda was printed and posted before every session, as well as reviewed
orally at the beginning of each meeting. It was felt that providing such idormation could
help allay anxiety group members may have been feeling by clariwng expectations for
each session. Having the agenda posted was also helpfiil for keeping sections or exercises
to appropriate time lirnits. When some sections inevitably went over time, it was also
helpful to have a written agenda around which the group could then negotiate and
consciously decide which direction was most beneficial or meaningfùl at that time.
M e r the agenda was reviewed, the concept of check-in was introduced, and the
group members proceeded to check-in themselves, stating their name and how they were
feeling. The two most often repeated themes of check-in were stated feelings of anxiety
and anticipation about the start of the group. The differuig dynarnics of the moming and
evening group deserve mention at this point, particularly as dflerences between them were
already emerging by this time. Specifically, the morning group demonstrated significantly
greater levels of comfiort despite said anxiety. Two factors likely contributed to this
observed difference. Fust, the morning group, consisting of seven women at Week One,
was considerably larger than the evening group where oniy four women were present. The
larger sized group likely added a component of safety and anonymity that was less
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possible in the latter. Second, several of the women in the rnoming group already knew, or
knew of, each other which appeared to create a level of codort and secunty not present
in the evening group where such co~ectionsclearly were not present. Thus, the

differences that emerged in Week One largely surrounded apparent levels of comfon and
joining.
The above dEerences meant that moving ont0 the group agreement was a natural
and easy transition fiom check-in for the participants of the moming group; whereas two
icebreaking exercises were added before it was possible to continue with this part of the
agenda in the evening group. Thus, the group agreement (the compilation of operating
rules designed to govem the actions and course of the group) was a lively and prolonged

discussion in the moming group, where the women came together and talked about the
kinds of things they needed in order to feel d e attending and cornfortable participahg in
the group.

Already, a couple of the participants in the moming group began to take risks,
with one participant sharing something that was identified in the screening i n t e ~ e was

difficult to Say, and another s h e d something potentially embarrassing. In both instances,
the responses were positive, generating more discussion and opportunities for group

members to idente with what was being said.
Dunng the development of the group agreement, the members of the monhg
group continued to demonstrated ownenhip of their Agreement through a rneticulous and
dernocratic process of re-wording of some of the rules, reworking them as a group und
phrased in such a manner as to reflect a more positively worded list. For example, no
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interrupting was changed to "Be mindfùl of interrupting. Wait for own tum to s p d 9and
no touching was changed to "Be aware of touch and respect the boundanes of others." In
total, 16 rules were devised and revised in the moming group. The evening group was
considerably more resaved with this exercise, but did articulate nine rules with the
encouragement of both facilitators.
A break followed the Group Agreement and again the differences between the two

groups were noticeable. The moming group chatted loudly and easily over their coffee,
even leaving the building as a group to continue their discussion outside while sorne of the
group members smoked. Phone numbers were dso reported to have been exchangeci.
While those in the moming group were given two time reminders, the participants of the

evening group, by comparison, sat silently in the front room looking into their coffee cups
and then congregated back in the group room of their own accord.

Sirnilar dynamics were again observed while group members talked about their
expectations for the group. The discussion that ensued fkom this exercise was so
meaninfil to the women in the morning group, that the section on self m e was
shoitened and amended as homework so as to allow tirne for it to continue.
The groups concluded with a Self Esteem Technique, a visualization called the
Five Finger Exercise, in which the women were instructed to think about times in their
lives when they felt loveci, successful, of having done something nice for another, and a
memory of loving someone or something (for example a pet) else. Both groups
experienced some difficulty with this exercicise, with the moming group having a
significantly more adverse reaction than the evening group. This was perhaps due in part
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to the cornfort level of the participants and existing differences in selfesteem (those who
expressed the most discornfort with the exercise also tended to have scored lower on the

RES). Interestingly however, although the reaction was more subdued than in the morning
group, indication to the CO-facilitatorsof such problems were identified sooner by the
evening group, with one member sharing her reaction duectly following the exercise. In
the moming group, discussion of the Self Esteem Technique took place in Week Two
following telephone calls between the participants and reports to individual counsellors of
the experienced difficulty. Solutions aiso dEered. The evening group, who expressed
milder reaction to the Technique, decided to change some of the language so that it was
not as strong. For exarnple, feeling loved was changed to a time when they felt cared for
or a time when another had done a kind deed for them. The word successfiil was rnodified
to reflect "a time when you accomplished something or took a step forward in your life."
The morning group however opted to not repeat this particular visualization.

The Self Esteem Technique was followed by check-out and the passing of the Self
Care Basket. Overall, the objectives of the first session were met. The moming group
started strongly and joined quickly, while the evening group followed a slower and more
expected course of group development. The existence ofa larger group and pnor
relationships between some of the women Orely aided the morning group Ui a s s u h g their
power fairly easily and early. These women demonstrated significant n s k s during the
group agreement and expectations sections, ashg for what they needed. That this did not
occur following the Self Esteem Technique may have been partly a function of thne, which

was short in the morning group. By contrast, the most significant risk of the evening
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group occurred in response to the Five Finger Exercise, which perhaps was a fiinction of
increasing cornfort with the passage of more time.

WEEK TWO:Self
The focus of the second week was an introduction of the four aspects of self, a

modei providing a definitive structure within which to heighten awareness of parts of the
self and the balance between them. The objectives of the session were: (1) to introduce the

participants to the four aspects of self and explore it within the context of theu lives; (2) to
introduce and discuss the concept of balance; and (3) to continue to build group safety.
Participants were welcomed to the second session, the topic of the day was
introduced and the group opened with the meditation "Becoming a Creative Channei"
(Gawain 1998). An opening meditation was utilized every session thereafler, consisting of

a short breathing and relaxation exercise, followed by a passage focusing on the
establishment of a comection with the seK The opening meditation was thus useâ as a
ritualized signal to mark the start of each session, with the purpose of aiding the focus of
attention and energy on the self and the purposes of the group. The transition from the
demands and busyness of everyday life were thus recognized and it was hoped that the
meditation wouid help to encourage such a shifi. This particular meditation was used most
fiequently. It was selected because of its emphasis on tmsting as weli as connecting with
the self, and was therefore considered to convey an empowenng and positive message.
Check-in for both groups revealed sadness and low levels of energy for various
reasons. A second theme running through check-in of both groups was reduced aruciety

than the week before. In the moming group difficultly with the previous week's Self
Esteem Technique was brought up and agreed to be discussed in the t h e aiiotted to
"lefiovers". It is noted that had a group member not brought this up in check-in, the
facilitators were also planning to raise this issue in Leftoven, based upon feedback fiorn
individual counsellors about some members' reactions to it. The conclusion reached by the

moming group, to leave this particular exercise out (but continue with other seE=esteem

techniques) was addressed above in Week One.
Leftovers mentioned above, was a penod of tirne reserved every week to discuss
anything from the previous week or weeko. For Week Two,the flipchart notes €rom Week

One were distnbuted, including the typed version of the group agreement, which was
again reviewed. It was emphasized that discussion surrounding changes or additions to the
agreement would be welcome throughout the remainder of the group.
The Four Dimensions of Self were introduced with the aid of a large flipchart

diagram. Description of the different aspects as well as examples of each were discussed
as a group. The concept of balance was also discussed, however it was acknowledged that
imbalance was a common experience emong group members, which simply provided
information about other aspects of Sie that could benefit fiom additional attention. The
CO-facilitatorof the moming group presented the notion of balance as a place we visit, not
live in, as an attempt to really normalize the anticipated irnbalance in a population known

to be self-critical.
The women were asked to complete a journalhg exercise focussing individual
thought on the four aspects of self and then a collage exercise in which the participants
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were asked to use visual images representing existing or desired parts of themselves in
each aspect. Both exercises were then debnefed together. Although there was some
variation, many of the women expressed difficulty with these exercises. Some participants
reported shock at the imbalance represented on their collages. Othen reported difficulty
stemrning fkom the expectation that they find specifically positive aspects with which to
depict themselves. Cofision partly centred around the word "attribute", which appeared
in the journalling exercise (for exarnple; how would 1 describe my physical attributes?').

Some of the women reported that they had found it difiicult to respond to a question they
interpreted as reflecting ~e~acceptance
or selgesteem.
The exercises therefore provided several opportunities for the groups. First, they
provided clarification that identity is not solely the "positive" or socially acceptable
strengths we possess, but aiso a compilation of facts, wlnerabilities, challenges and
experiences. Second (and perhaps more so with the evening group) they gave the women
permission to be genuine, and to not have to package or present themselves as perfect or
inwlnerable. Third, they gave the group the opportunity to discuss what it was that made
s recognize or speak their strengths. Fortunately,
it difficult as women and s u ~ v o rto
having been prepared for this response based on the moming group's reaction, more
thought as well as room for discussion was made in the evening group than was available
in the moming session.

In summary, the women were introduced to the Four Aspects of Self model, which
brought up issues providing opportunities to talk seriously about identity and feelings. The
issue of balance was also addressed, and interestingly several participants in the evening
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group spontaneously named seKcare tasks for the week addressing aspects of themselves
that could benefit from more attention. Finally, safety in the group was forrnally addressed
with the reiteration of the group agreement. It is believed that it was becorning clearer that

the group was a d e place in which to bring up challenges; such as with the selfestetm
technique and the aspects of self exercises.

WEEK THREE:Society and Sense of Self
The third session of the group was devoted to exploring the influence of society on

self. Objectives of the session included: (1) to explore the messages and expectations of
women in society; (2) to begin thinking about the impact of such messages on an
individual level; (3) to encourage the distinction between societal injunctions and our own

truth; and (4) to encourage comection with this truth.
Following the rihialized ways of starting the group, check-in was introduced by
emphasizing the idea that it was okay to feel whatever each member was feeling at that

moment, and that whatever they were bringing to group with them was a part of what
made them who they were. It was iterated that al1 feelings were welcorne and that

members did not need to pretend that things were okay ifthey were not. This was done to
help establish and emphasize a gtoup nom that genuine feelings were okay and could be

recognized by the group. This statement seemed to be appreciated by the women, some of
whom then talked openly about the diiernma they had been experiencing thlliking about
what to present to the group that session.
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The brainstorms in both groups generated many ideas as weU as shared and lived
experiences surrounding the messages the women had received about who they were and
should be in this world. Laughter and feelings of anger were expressed by both groups.
Mason's model of Women's Growth (Mason, 1991) was then discussed and seemed to be
well received. This model, which speaks to comection with the self apart from externalîy
generated layers of messages and beliefs, stimulated an interesting discussion in the

evening group about factors that make it difficult to honour inner tnith, especially
messages from family and fiiends that women who do so are selfish. The pressure the
women were Îacing to un-do changes they experienced as positive were shared arnongst
the group members.

The group ended with a Self Worth Visualization, and the members checked-out.
The moming group reported a significant shifi in affect with an earlier exercise, stathg
they felt it was positive and empowering. The comrnents of the evening group included

cornmentary surrounding the risks taken in group that Nght, with some of the quieter
members sharing more than they had previously.

In summary, the group explored societal messages about women. Throughout the
night, the group members talked about their own experiences with societal injunctions in

their lives. The value of wch validation can not be underestimated. In the process, the
members of the evening group began to demonstrate hcreased risk taking. It was also
noted from client comments that the session was perceived as empowering and positive.
This afbmed the overall design of the group, in which ditncult topics were addressed,

then followed by exercises designed to emphasize empowerment, choice, and agency.

WEEK FOUR:Farnily and Sense of Self
Week Four of the Aspects of Self group focused awareness on family-oGorigin.
Specifically, the objectives included: (1) to explore of the influence of family on the
development of selc (2) to allow a space for grieving; (3) to encourage the use of present
strengths to help numire and support old wounds; and (4) to encourage self-care.
It was anticipated that this session would be a difficult one for the participants. The
focus on family began with a brainstorm which asked the group to collaborate in a
discussion about what children need in order to develop a healthy sense of self. Not
surprisingly, mernbers of both groups connected with a lot of sadness and loss as they
compiled lists of needs and rights that many had not received themselves through neglect
and violation.
The second half of the group involved a choice between joumalling or art
exercises. Both exercises, while recognizing the very real losses in each of the women's
lives, encouraged concepts of re-parenting and selGcare. For example, the joumalling
exercise asked the participants to think about what their lives might have been like with
perfect numiring, and once specific examples were generated, asked the women to think

about ways that they could then give such that to themselves in the present. The art

exercise was similar and involved the creation of a card to help soothe and numire the self
Overall, many intense feelings of loss were expressed in this session. It was noted
however that throughout both groups, members began to address one another directly
and expressed ciear support of one another, thus demonstrating one of the many values of

group work. Joining, a continuing process in the evening group was also observed during

break, which until this tirne had continued to appear uncomfortable and quiet. This
evening however the women were observed to be convening easily together for the first

tirne. They also organized amongst themselves a system of transportation home so that
none of them would have to walk alone at night. This system remained for the duration of
the twelve weeks.

In summary, the objectives of the night were addressed. In addition to comecting
with feelings and strengths, it was interesting to note the continued development of group

dynarnics. Specifically, the groups had progressed to the point where the individual
members truly acted supportively of one another. It was also at this point that the power
of the joining occumng between the memben of the evening group showed signs of
catching up to that of the morning group.

WEEK FTVE: Child Sexual Abuse and Sense of Self
The focus of Week Five was to explore the impact of child sexual abuse upon

one's sense of self While there were many dierent ways to approach this the
identification and function of coping mechanisms, and specifically parts of the self or
personality that developed in response to the abuse, were addressed. The objectives of the
session were thus: (1) to explore the impact of child sexual abuse on identity formation;
(2) to introduce the concept of protective parts and explore it on an individual level; (3) to

nonnalize such parts as coping mechanisms; (4) to introduce the idea of updating these
parts; and (5) to encourage self care.

Check-in revealed a large mix of feelings, ranging fiom reports of positive
developments in the lives of the participants, to feelings of apprehension about the topic
itself, and feelings of hopelessness in general. The topic was not a surprise to the wornen
as each participant had been provided with an outline of the sessions in the scree~ng
interview. Explonng the expressed apprehension in the evening group, however, revealed

questions surrounding the value of exploring the topic, thus opening the group to
discussion surrounding both the merits and the feus. Each woman contributed to the
discussion, however in hindsight, more attention to and elaboration surrounding d e t y
would have been beneficid at this time.
The session continued with a brief introduction by the facilitaton discussing the
impact of trauma on the self'. The concept of protective parts was introduced and then the
women worked together on a brainstorm identifjmg numerous examples of protective
parts (such as perfectionism, people pleasing, distance, or control, for example). The
brainstorm enabled fûnher discussion, awareness and clarification surrounding this
concept. A guided visudization (Napier, 1990)was then read to the groups, eventually
taking the women through an exploration of the qualities, features and funaion of one

protective part of their choice. The genesis of this part was next explored, specifkally by
asking the women to recd a childhood memory that would help explain its existence.

Appreciation for this part of the selfwas then suggested, as weU as a dialogue explainhg
the ways circumstances had changed since childhood for the participant. It was explained

that while protection was still important, updating was now an option to better aid both
fùnctioning and protection.

In debriefing this exercise, out of both groups, only one individual actually

participated in the entire visualization. The majonty of the women discussed either
uncontrollable distraction, or conscious decisions to stay in the d e places of visualllation.
This development, while unexpected, allowed room for some more discussion about the
nature of protective parts, including the role of distraction itself as a protective
mechanism. The experiences of the women, both conscious and unconscious were fiamed
as methods of maintainhg safety and they were reinforced for doing what was needed for

themselves. In retrospect, it was recognized that because only one member followed the
visualization, safety was not fully established prior to this exercise and thus a thorough
discussion surrounding it clearly would have been beneficial.
In a final analysis, the women were introduced to the concept of protective pans,

these parts were discussed and normalized, and the idea of updating was also introduced.
That the exercise did not develop as anticipated does not negate this. What was leamed
fiom the perspective of facilitation extends beyond acknowledging and exploring
expressions of apprehension, and to follow-through with thorough safety planning.

WEEK SIX:Feelings
Week Six marked a shift in focus for the group fiom one of awareness of past

influences on identity development, to self-discovery. The topic for this session was
feelings, and the specific objectives were: (1) to help develop awareness of the comection
between feelings and identity; (2) to nonnaiize difficulty expenencing feelings; and (3) to
provide an opportunity to connect with and feel them in a safe environment.
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Check-in revealed that the group memben were in a variety of different places this
week. It was noted in the process notes that acceptance was demonstrated by the rnembers

about how each was doing, specifically that the expression of both positive and difncult
expenences and feelings seemed to be okay both to share and to hear.
The topic of the session was introduced with the aid of a large group brainstorm,
in which the wornen talked about and responded to three main questions: What is a

feeling; What about feelings cause discodort; and finally, Why are feelings important. The
two groups differed significantly from one another in theù approach to this exercise. The
morning group addressed this brainstorm with much energy and confidence, while the
evening group required a significantly greater teaching component. For example, much

time was devoted to addressing what feelings were, and several examples of the kinds of
body signals generally associated with specific feelings, such as anger, sadness and

confidence were also discussed.
The guided visualkation (BC Ministry of Health, 1991) was then utilized to aid
awareness and exploration of sensations and feelings that the women were experiencing.
Reports from debriefing this exercise revealed that the women had c o ~ e c t e dwith a vast
range of feelings, and with one exception, had experienced these in a rich and constructive
way. A self-esteem technique was completed and the women checkedsut. Overall the

session appeared to have been largeiy positive for most of the women, with those in the
moming group repodng feeling energized and the evening group largely commenting

about having leamed something new.
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Overall, the affect of the groups seemed to reflect the shift away from some of
the more difficult sessions associated with the awareness section, to interest generated by
the self-discovery and comection phase. The mood of the groups seemed lighter, although
the work was clearly continuing. The comection between feelings and identity, difnculty
feeling feelings as well as other challenges associated with them were addressed in the
sessions. Finally the women were also provided the opportunity to feel feelings in a safe
way. In this marner, the objectives of the session were recognized.

WEEK SEVEN: Authentic Self
The topic of the session was conneaion with the self The objectives were: (1) to
(2) to encourage exploration and co~ection
increase self-awareness and ~el~definition;
with many aspects of the selt and finally (3) to incorporate concepts of balance and

empowerrnent with choices to make time and create oppomnities to experience the seif.
Check-in for this session varied in that the women were additionally asked what
they would be if they could be anything. This exercise (Carneron, 1992) used gut
responses and fantasy as a guide for information about the self Whatever surfaces in
response can then be hcorporated into everyday life in either large or smd ways as a way
of honounng and satis-g

that part of the seK The answers were thus framed as either

being attainable themselves, or as representing qualities that were. Interestingly, one
wornan in each group said they would be Oprah. When explored further, both women

r child sexual abuse who embodied qualities they admired,
identified Oprah as a s u ~ v oof
such as bravery, being outspoken, compassionate and strong.

The first main exercise of the session was a joumalling exercise in which the
women were asked to respond to a series of questions about things they liked, enjoyed and
wanted for example. The morning group reported this exercise to have been positive. They
appeared to work hard on it and seemed to take pleasure in sharing it with the group. The
evening group however reported feeling blocked, specifically by the first two questions
which mentioned childhood. The difficulty thinking about things associated wit h childhood

was recognized and the women were asked to consider what they needed in order to
complete the exercise. The women decided that the use of present tense would help, and
so they changed questions such as "my favourite childhood toy was..." to "my favounte

toy is..." In this manner the women were able to complete the joumalling exercise.

This fint exercise served as a warm up for the second, a collage asking the women
to create a syrnbol of their hopes, dreams, likes, dislikes, goals or even images or textures
that appealed to them. The women were encouraged to go with whatever came to rnind
and to be messy if they wanted to be. This comment was later reported by the evening
group to be liberating and helpful in doing the exercise. The collages of the different
women took vanous foms and reflected a variety of different things that made them
happy, that they liked, dreamed about or were their goals. For one individual in particular,

this exercise represented a signifiant moment of empowement, acceptance of personal
responsibility, and expressed determination to create the future that she wanted for herseIf.
Overall, the session was reported to have been positive and empowering. The
women seemed to take the sessions seriously, and appeared to work hard. Such
responsibility for gains fiom the group was reinforced by the honest identification of
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blocks, and their subsequent cornmitment to problem solving around it. 1believe this
represents a level of dety and trust that genuine sharing was truly accepted and
responded to - a group n o n that developed early in the group.
Following the self-esteem technique, the women took turns once again checkingout. An interesting development was a couple of members mentioning ways in which they
had begun to incorporate vanous aspects of the group that they had found significant and

meaningfûl into their eve~jdaylives away from the agency. As the facilitator, this was
positive feedback to heu.

WEEK EIGHT: Authentic Self

The topic of week eight was again on co~ectingwith the self Specific objectives
included: (1) to focus on self-awareness and definition of self; (2) to utilize of the
unconscious to access information about the selF, and (3) to introduce the concept of the
future self as a resource for growth and seif-acnihtion.

Check-in with the group again revealed that the women were in a variety of
different places with respect to feelings and expenences from the week. A few women
from each group spoke about noticing things they liked in the past week and then used this
as infornation to numire their selves. One participant also talked about the significance of

the previous session, and reported what she had done in the past week to work towards
the vision of her future that she had identifid in the past week. Throughout, the group
members demonstrated support and encouragement for one another.
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The main exercise of week eight was to introduce and connect with a concept
referred to as the future self(Napier, 1990). The future self is a concept designeci to serve
as a resource that can guide accomplishments by focusing awareness on what is wanted,
and what is needed to achieve it. It can also be used as a resource of support in more

challenging times. The idea is that cornfort and answers corne from within the individual to

support and guide her. It should be noted that when introduced to the groups, it was
emphasized that the most important feature of the future self is that it has learned
everything we ever need to know about self-acceptance and love, and offers support and
encouragement as opposed to "shoulds" or criticism.
A guided visualization was used to provide the opportunity for members to

comect with their future self. The morning group reported the visualization as a positive

exercise that had helped them connect with feelings of relaxation, calm and hope. One
participant expressed the intention to remember such feelings during more chailenging
periods. Similar however to the protedve parts visualization, the evening group did not

find this exercise easy to do. There were reports of distraction, headaches, tension and one
conscious decision to remain in the safe place of the visuaiization. When asked what Mght

have made this exercise so difficult, the women reported hstration with al1 the work they
saw ahead and thus found the idea of a future self discouraging. Perhaps this reflects a
basic difference of the place the women in the two groups were. For example, the women
in the morning group were coincidentally, al1 in late stages of counselling, while the
evening group represented more of a mix, with two of the participants in earlier stages.

Perhaps it is harder to see ahead that far in earlier stages of healing, or perhaps it is
interpreted as negating real feelings of pain and hurt to introduce such concepts of hope.
In sumrnary, while groups were introduced to the concept, how it was received
differed. Either way, the concepts were presented to be utilized in the future if desired. It
is the belief here that the women knew what was best for themselves, and could select

what fit and what did not for themselves.

WEEK NINE: Relationships as Mirrors

Week nine, looking at relationships, progressed for the evening group but was
cancelled for the moming group due to poor attendance. The session objectives were: (1)
to use relationships to stimulate thinking and provide information about the self; (2) to
increase awareness of relationship patterns that may exist; and (3) to increase personal
power and balance through awareness and choice of the above.

Check-in revealed some concem and anxiety around the approaching holiday

season (Christmas), a dinicult time for most of the members of the group. Discussion
centred around what could be done that would make the holidays more congruent with the
needs of the members as they shared the struggle between shutting d o m to do what was
expected of them and honouring the self. Again, the group validated the experiences and
feelings of each other.
The topic of the evening surrounded relationships and our expenences of them
which can be used as information about ourselves and for our own growth. The analogy
was made that relationships were like mirrors, with the power to reflect back either parts
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of ourselves or information about ourselves. The concept of primary and disowned selves
(Gawain, 1998) was then introduced and the women worked on two joumalling exercises.
The participants discovered as they completed this exercise that people who bothered

them tended to hold qualities that they did not consider either part of themselves or
capable of having. For example, one theme that tended to corne up through the session
was dislike of people who were carefiee, open and spontaneous. As this was examined,

the participants were asked to question if there was a small part of themselves that was
like this too, and that needed expression in their own lives. A second theme that arose was
interpersonal problems with people who were controlling or selfish. Again, it was
questioned if there would be any benefit in taking on a little more selfishness or control in
their own lives. Because this was considered a negative trait, some care was taken to
refrarne such words to reflect a much smaller version of selfishness or control, like self
care and boundaries.

The women unanimously reported that the session had been of interest to them. A
couple of members reported that the concept had been difficult to grasp at first; however,
they also valued this as a new perspective. As far as joULing was continuing, it is noted in
the process recording that it was harder and harder each week to get the women back
from break.

WEEK TEN: Self Esteem

The focus of week ten was on seIfksteem, and in particular to recognize and work
with critical parts of the self, called Tbe Critic. Specific objectives included: (1) to
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connect the Critic with childhood abuse; (2) to nonnaüze the existence of the Critic; (3) to
encourage self-care of old wounds; and (4) to encourage co~ectionwith resource parts
of the self In addition, this session also marked a transition to the final stages of the
group.
The women checked-in, again touching on a variety of expenences and feelings. In
the Leftovers section, plans for the final session were finalized in the morning group. The

evening group had been struggling over the past few weeks to find or express ideas for the
final session, and so the group brainstonned possibilities and decided to finalize plans in
week eleven.
The Cntic exercises began with a group brainstonn recording the messages the

women had heard as children, while the facilitators recorded them on the flip-chart superimposed over the image of a woman. The exercise was to visually demonstrate the
dificulty disceming the self when critical messages and beliefs covered the individual on
the flip chart. As anticipated, this part of the session was marked by intense feelings of

grief and anger as the women saw and shared the messages they had heard as children.
This brainstorm was followed by an exercise asking the women to draw a picntre of their
cntic, extemalized and contained for d e t y reasons. The art produced by the morning
group depicted powerful images of colourfûl puke and intestines, jail houses, pits and even
a brain to represent how malignant and yet clever the Cntic was. The evening group did
not fully participate in the art exercise, with only one woman hliy completing the exercise.
It was noted that the emotions of the evening group were significantly more intense in

response to the brainstorm, and that getting in touch with this pain was difncult for them.

A guided visualization next led participants to attend to old wounds that had

helped fonn the genesis of the Critic; this was well received by the women of both groups.
The sigdcance in going back and healing old wounds was reported as a powerfùl

expenence for the women, one which was said to be soothing as well as ernpowering. The
women reported visualizing various healing and numiring strategies.
The evening closed with a seKesteem technique and check-out. The moming
group reported that the exercises and the session were positive. The evening group

acknowledged the difficult feelings that had been experienced that night, and expressed
gratitude to other group members for having a place for them to be heard. Finally,
feelings of empowerment and control in the healing image of the meditations were also
acknowledged by both groups.

WEEK ELEVEN:Integraiion
Week eleven was designed to aid recognition of the many accornplishrnents of the
eleven weeks, and also to complete the working stage of the group. Specific objectives
were: (1) to review the work and growth of the participants; (2) to connect al1 the parts of
the self as existing in and comprising the larger self; and (3) to transition to the group
conclusion.

In check-in, members from both groups mentioned the meditations fkom the
previous week, stating again that it was experienced as positive and healing. With respect
to the upcoming final session, plans had been finalized in the moning group for some
time; however the evening group still needed to decide and organite how they planned to
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mark the closing celebration. It was observed by the faciiitators that since the subject was
first rnentioned, group members becarne very quiet. When asked what feelings surrounded

planning for the final group, members expressed vafuing the connections they had made
and the loss that last group represented for them. Members shared their experiences of

isolation and feelings of separateness in evety day life and thus the significance of the
group connections between them. From this, the group decided upon a way of closing that
would be meaningful of and signiQ the connections which they had corne to value. The
possibility of continuing with a coKee night once a month was also discussed by the group.
The main exercise of the session was to again ask the group members to think
about the question; "Who am I?" and then to depict that in their art. M e r the drawing
was completed, the original drawing from the screenlng sessions was made available and

participants were asked to joumai theù impressions about the two pictures. Finally, the
group took tums çharing what they had drawn and their responses to it. Overall, both
groups perceived themselves to have made significant, positive changes in theù self-

concept over the duration of the group. The tone was ovenvhelmingly positive, and
laughter was comrnon both during the exercise and in sharing it.
The self-esteem technique, '"hm Offs & Tum Ons" (MaKay, Fanning
Honeychurch & Sutker, 1999) was read, and al1 but one member reported appreciating the
messages and visualkations of the meditation. In the technique, self esteem was kened to
a basement control room where the participants proceeded to tum off old, msty pipes
supplying negative self images, cutting off the power to an old electrical supply box, an
old fashioned telephone switchboard, and public address systern. The meditation aiso
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guided the women through a series ofevents that turned on new pipes, electrical boxes,
plugged in modem telephones, and stereo speakers that represented a positive selfiimage.
The women then proceeded to check-out of the group, expressing positive comments
about the session and each other.
This group marked the officiai transition to the ending stage, and feelings about
this were explored and recognized. Certainly the connections fonned between the women
were experienced as a significant component of the group. The women also had the
opportunity to review their work and growth in the group as a way of addressing,

consolidating and integrating the sessions, and transitionhg to the ending phase.

WEEK TWELVE: Closing Celebration

The objectives of the final session were: (1) to recognize and celebrate the work of
the group members; (2) to allow an oppominity for them to say good-bye to each other
and the group in a manner they found meaningful; and (3) to give the participants an
opportunity to provide feedback about their expenence in the group.

Both groups had decided upon eating together for the last session, sharing
breakfast in the moniing group and supper in the evening. In both groups, the women
chose to eat first, and feedback forms were lefi in each member's place to fil1 out as
desired. Most of the pariicipants filled them out prior to the start of the group. Mer
eating, the moming group decided upon making affirmation cards both for themselves and

the other members of the group as @S. It was expressed that this would help them to
remember their drengths and each other during more dficult times. The evening group
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decided to make candles as a concrete image and reminder of the connections they had
made in group. While al the members wanted to make the candles, one member brought

the supplies and her expertise as a gift for the others. The remaining group members also
exchanged gifts; including offerings of poems, pictures and cards.
Both groups were punctuated with laughter. #en

by the end of the final session

the members of the evening group had completed their candles, one was lit fiom a centre

candle that had been present throughout the twelve weeks of group, and the flame was
then passed from candle to candle around the circle. It was quiet as the members blew out

their flarnes with silent wishes and good intentions for each other. It took some t h e for
the rnembers of both groups to leave the building, and in comection with the sadness and
loss, good wishes and gratitude were expressed for both the group and especiaily the
connections made within it.

Summary of Group Process

Overall, the objectives of each session were met, despite some exercises presenting
challenges to the participants. This section will again touch upon such difficulties, however
within the framework of summarizing larger themes of differences and sirnilarities in group
process between the two groups.

One of the most prominent difrences that emerged between the two groups was
the differential progression of the developrnental stages of the group. Specifically, the

evening group required more t h e to join, whiie in the moming group this was observeci to
occur surpnsingly quickly. The evenlng group, perhaps as a fiinction of increased t h e in
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joining did not seem to experience a "stonning" phase and moved directly to the working
stage. The factors that likely contributed to these differences have aiready been addressed,
however it rernained a significant enough d8erence to warrant mention here again.
The second difference between the groups was the composition of participants,
with those in the moming group coincidently being in later stages of counselling at the
agency. The evening group represented more of a mix and generally they were aIl in earlier
stages of healing. This dxerence manifested in two observable ways in the process notes.
First, the evening group required more of a teaching component associated with various
concepts and exercises. Second, more attention to safety was needed in the evening group
than in the moming. Such things as mention of the past, or difficult topics tended to

trigger significantly more intense emotion in the evening group.
A difficulty that existed in both groups were challenges with self-esteem and

exercises either directly addressing, or perceived to be addressing this. Such difnculties
were attributed to their experiences as women and as s u ~ v o r of
s child sexual abuse. The
women were encouraged to idente such blocks when they appeared so that they could be
discussed, and problem solving around such challenges was encouraged. Ofien the women
were asked to consult their own imer wisdom in responding to what was needed to
proceed with the exercises.
That the women did such problem solving reflected an important component of the
group, that of empowerment. Another similarity between the two groups was their
willingness to address and deal with ditncult topics. The women experienced intense
emotions throughout the group, and demonstrated the ability to be genuine about such

experiences, courage, and the ability to be supportive for one another. Certaidy the
connections formed between the members were a significant component of the process
identified by both groups. These connections likely made the genuine shanng of ditncult
experiences safer. In a h a 1 analysis, the women in both groups demonstrated a variety of
qualities and significant strengths.

CEAPTER V
EVALUATION OF GROUP PARTICIPANT CEANGE

Evaluation Methodology
In this praticum, several fonns of evaluation were used to assess clinical change.
Based on the literature about the long-term effects of child sexual abuse and on the goals

of this group intervention, self-esteem and seKdefinition of group memben were the two
relevant constmcts warranting evaluation. Client perceptions of group helpfulness and
satisfaction were assessed using The Laurel Center Group Feedback Fonn.

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale

Quantitative data was collected via a standardized measure of seksteem. The
advantages of incorporating a standardized masure include cornparison of client data with
a point of reference (a group nom) as well as the existence of tested and demonstrated
reliability and validity. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES)is a 10 item,
standardized measure of global self-esteem (See Appendix E). As a global, or
unidimensional measure (Bagley, Bolitho & Bertrand, 1997; Gray-Little, Williams &
Hancock, 1997; Hagborg,l993; Hagborg, 1996; & Shelvin, Bunting & Lewis, 1995), it
assesses self-esteem as an overall singular constnict, as opposed to assessing self-esteem
in specific content areas, such as school or work. As it relates to the groups conducted,
the relevance of the RSES is its abüity to evaiuate overaîi positive and negative attitudes
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surrounding self-concept. Thus, wMe the content or definition of self was accessed
through art, the RSES was employed to help assess the evaluation of such self-concept.
One advantage of the RSES is its status as one of the most widely used measures
of self-esteem (Bagley, Bolitho & Bertrand, 1997; Gray-Little, Williams & Hancock,
1997; Hagborg, 1993; Hagborg, 1996; & Shelvin, Bunting & Lewis, 1995). Aspects of the

measure which likely contribute to its popularity include its brevity, ease of sconng and
simplified language. Because of it's popularity, the RSES has also been the subject of
much testing and scrutiny surrounding reliability and validity issues. Specifically, recent
studies report alpha levels surrounding intemal consistency which range fiom 3 4 to .88
(Bagley et ai, 1997; Gray-Little et al 1997; & Hagborg, 1996). Reports of the RSES tearetest reliability range 6om r=.82 to r=.88 (Gray-Little et al, 1997; & Wylie, 1973).
Because the measure has been widely utilued, some information is also available that
addresses cross-cultural reliability. Specificaily, the measure has been validated in the
United States, Canada, Hong Kong and with French speaking Canadian populations
(J3agley et al, 1997).
With respect to the validity of the RSES,the measure clearly demonstrates face
validity (Rosenberg, 1965; & Gray-Little et al; 1997). For information exarnining
concurrent validity, Hagborg's (1 993 & 1997) research favourably surrounds cornparison
of the RSES with other established inventories of self-esteem. Construct validity of the

measure includes research investigating indices suggesting convergent validity, such as
peer group reputation, participation and leadership, interpersonal attitudes, concem with
broader society as weil as occupational values and aspirations (Rosenberg, 1965). Support

for discriminant validity has been associated with depression, anxiety, interpersonal
insecurity and parental disinterest (Rosenberg, 1965). More recently, Bagley et al (1997)
have demonstrated convergent and discriminant validity through associations with various
problem behaviour categories, farnily relationships, school climate, as well as physical and
sexual victimization.

As a final note, the RSES is a well established, tested and popular measure of selfesteem which has also satisfied various investigations surrounding reliability and vaüdity.
Having said this, it is important to remain cognizant of seKesteem as an intemal construct

residing within complex hurnan existence and expenence. As such, it is recognized that no
measure may ever fully capture the self-esteem of humans. For example, the obvious face
validity of the measure could conceivably leave it wlnerable to distortion. The potential
for such distortion was however minimized by assurances of confidentiality, carefùl

instructions, and information surrounding the use of such information. In a final analysis,
the RSES has demonstrated validity and reliability, and the advantages of it include a
quick, simple and easy to understand assessrnent of generalized sesesteem. It was
believed that participants would be more likely to participate in the evaluation component
of the practicum in the absence of extensive, involved and complicated testing. Further to

this, the RSES was completed by the participants on two occasions; first in the screening
interview, and again during the last week of group.

SelfiPortraits
Attempts were made to locate an appropriate standardized measure with which to
assess self-definition; however, certain limitations existed which restncted the use of such
a measure. First, many existing measures of self-concept or self-definition were developed

strictly for a child, school-attending population. A second difficulty encountered in the
search for measures to evaluate this constnia was that they appeared to be better suited

to an assessment of self-esteem than self-definition as defined here. In light of these
limitations, and given the highly individuai, subjective, and intangible nature of this
particular constnict, it seemed naturd to utilize a qualitative approach for this component

of the evaluation.
As such, an open-ended, qualitative measure was designed for the purpose of

assessing self-definition of the participants both before and following the group. The
value of this format is that it was responsive to the subjective and introspective nature of
self-definition. Drawings were utiiiied to access information surrounding client perception
and understanding of self Specifically, first at the screening interview and then agah at the

eleventh session, members were asked to draw a picture illustrating how they define
themselves. The women were specifically asked to think about the question "Who am I"
and then to draw whatever came to mind. The question was open ended to allow room for

whatever came up for the participants. Pends, crayons, pencil crayons, markers, paints

and pastels in a wide range of coloun were made amilable for this endeavour.
Many advantages are associated with this mode of information gathering. The use

of art as both an assessment and psychotherapy tool has been used in the past and in

recent years has been gaining popularity 4 t h practioners (Oster and Gould, 1987). ln
addition to accessing unique, subjective and individual information surroundhg selfconcept, art also aliows access to material and information via a mode of communication
fiequently not as well developed in people as are verbal forms of communication. As an
altemate method of data collection, it is thought that art cm sometimes access difFerent
kinds of information that may not othenvise surface in more standard formats. For

example, Oster and Gould (1987) write that;
" For most people, &awings are O fess common avenue of
expression and are therefore less likely fo be controlIed,

allowing more pre- and unconscious material to be reveuled

In that druwittg provides a pla form for NtdiviàùaIs to expand
their repertoire beyond their usud n c w w qhere senses,
unexpected thhgs resuIt ... Drawing provides a vehiclefor
gaining insight into underlying conjlcts, ego strength, and
churucter traits. (p. 1O)
"

Participants were asked to participate in this exercise before and near the end of
the twelve weeks. Following tirne to complete the illustrations, the women were askeâ to
share and talk about their drawings. Clients' understanding and interpretation of their own
artwork provided idormation considered fundamentally important to the evaluation
process.
Drawings were kept by the facilitator and reproduced for the evaluation. Onpinais

were retumed to clients in the weeks following the completion of the groups. In addition
to group members' own interpretations, the illustrations were observed for themes. For

example, such qudities as spontaneity, space, medium, colour, organization, effort, line
quality, proponions, integration and shading were observed in addition to literal content
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and subjective client meaning. Behaviour of the participants as they responded to the
exercise was also obsewed for any potential information, such as insecurity, tempo and
affect. The evaluation included vigilance for broad themes emerging from the group as a

whole, as well as any potential similarities or changes on an individual level.

The Laurel Centre gr ou^ Feedback Form

The Laurel Centre Group Feedback Form is a short questionnaire consisting of 14
questions. It is policy that it be utilized FoUowing every group offered by the agency. The
benefits of the form are that it evaluates pmicipant satisfaction with the group content,
process, membership and facilitation, al1 of which are important Uiformation to both the
facilitators and the agency. The form itself is compnsed of three different response

formats. First, a 10 point Likert scale is used, with responses ranging from 1 'Not At Ail"
to 10 "Very." Questions include such items as, "Were your expectations met?" and "Did
you feel safe in the group?" The measure also uses a "Yes" or 'Wo" answer format
assessing such factors as length, format, composition and content of the group. Findiy,
the client satisfaction questionnaire poses five open-ended questions which give

respondents an expanded opportunity to specify what was or was not helpfbl, as weil as
their perception of change (See Appendix F).

Clinical Evaluation Results

The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale IRSES)
The RSES was employed as a measure of global self-esteem. The measure was
administered first in the screening i n t e ~ e wand then again during the final session of the
twelve week group. Given a sample size of seven the data obtained nom this measure was
not analysed statistically, but was viewed directly to examine patterns. For visual
representation of the findings, see Figures 1,2 and 3. This section reports observed trends,
differences and sirnilarities in the pre and post test scores for individuals within and
between each group respectively.

Pre and post grouD data for comdeters:
Viewing the data gathered fkom the moming group it is interesthg to note that the
women obtained identical RSES scores on the pre-test. Funher to this it is also noted that
at 3 1 (out of a possible 40) these scores are relatively high (note that higher RSES scores
are thought to represent higher levels of measured seKesteem). Whiîe the scores ftom the
participants of the moming group are unifonn and high, the women in the evening group
demonstrated greater variation in their pre-test RSES scores, ranging eleven points 6om
the lowea score of 16 to the highest at 27. ui addition to greater variation, none of the
participants in the evening group scored as high as those in the moming group. The
overall pre-test means of the two groups are 3 1 for the moming and 2 1 for the evening,
representing a dserence of ten points between the two groups.
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The post-test RSES scores are also interesting for the differences that continued to
exist between the groups. The overall mean of the evening group remained exactly the
same at 3 1 (with one woman demonstrating a slight increase, and another a slight decrease
while the third maintains the balance). The overd mean of the evening group however
demonstrated a significant upwards shifl from 21 to 26.75. One participant in the evening
group maintained the same level as her pre-test, however the scores of remaining three
women jurnped six, seven and ten points higher. Thus, while the overdl post-test mean of
the evening group was still lower than the moming group, it increased sigtüficantly while
that of the moming group remained steady.
While these between group dif5erences are noteworthy, it is also interesting that
the of al1 the women, the RSES of only one participant went down, and only slightly. A
possible explanation for this development is a cumulation of challenging personal
circumstances that developed in this individual's life during, but not related to, the group.
With the exception of two other women who maintained the same score on the post as on
the pre-test, the scores of the remaining participants increased.

Pre-test data for dro~-outs
The overall pre-group RSES mean of women who either dropped or did not begin
the group is nineteen. While this score is lower than the overall pre-group means of both
the moming and evening groups, it differs only two points fiom that of the evening group.
With the exclusion of the score of one participant who dropped before the group starteci,
and thus the inclusion of only scores fiom those who began but did not complete the
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group, this dinerence becomes larger with the overall mean of the incompleters dropping

to 17. Further, of these three who did not complete the group, the two individuals with the
lowest RSES (also the iowest scores of al1 the participants) were the quickest to drop the

group. Such a difference is significant only in that it may represent a contributing factor
that helped render the group more challenging for these individuals. Based on the available

information however it is recognized that it is difficult to draw any detinite conclusions.

Figure 1
Pre-Group RSES
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I
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Self-Portraits
Drawings were utilized as a means of gathering data surroundhg client seifconcept. As discussed eariier, art was proposed as a valuable method for obtaining such
highly subjective information. Art is a mode of communication generaliy not as weU

developed as verbal or written fons, and allows more room for the emergence of preand unconscious material (Oster & Gould, 1987).
It is noted that client interpretation and meaning has been given primary emphasis

in the data presented here. Around that, idonnation to further aid interpretation has been
included, for example, observations regarding space, content, medium, colour,
organization, line quaüty, proportion or effort. Client interpretation was gathered in three
ways: verbally in the screening interview, followed by orally and in written fom during the

eleventh week of the group.
For the purpose of organuing such a large amount of information, and with
respect to the multiple ways it could be presented, this section will first address pre and
post test data descnbing the results of each individual. The data collected fiom the
individuals in the evening group will be described first, followed by a short summary
addressing possible within group trends. Description of the data fkom the moming
sessions, as well as for those who did not cornplete the group, will follow respectively and
in the same format. Finally, ail the information will then be examineci for between group
t hemes,

sirnilanties and diierences.

The Evenina gr ou^
Client One
For Client One (see Figures 4 and S), the pre-group drawing depicted what she
described as a lost little girl in the woods having to exist in an adult world. To see the pregroup drawing that Client One produced certainly confirms the image of a little girl, who
in fact is drawn only 1.25 cm tall. Surounding the image of the little girl lost in a forest

are several paths spanning off to unknown places, which the client described as the adult
world and decisions that seemed so obscure to her.

Of particular note about Client One are the massive changes and seEinitiated
directions in which she engaged throughout the duration of the group, including the
decision to fight a long standing addiction to marijuana, and to leave her partner. This
background provides some context in which to view the change fiom her pre to post
group drawing. Client One's post group drawing took the form of a written response to

the question "Who Am I?" Her response documents the transformation of a lost little girl
without direction into a strong, independent woman, evidenced both by the content of
what she &tes as well as the decision to independently choose an altemate mode of
communication than was requested. Given that strength in general is required for clients to

assume power within the context of therapy, this choice is taken as further evidence of her
adult stance, specifically that she chose to honour the mode of intervention that was both
most meaningful to her and most helped her to express what she needed to express. The
decision to write was interpreted as congruent with both her description of herseifas a
strong, independent woman, and her actions throughout the group.

Change for this client is evident in the apparent integration of the little girl with the
strong, independent woman of Client One. It would seem from what Client One wrote that

the little girl of the original picture had been integrated within the adult woman in such a
manner that she is both acknowledged and taken care of For example, in her oral
narration to the group about the exercise, Client One said:
'' Lust nighr I took my daughter andnephew to Tim
Horton 3for cofee because I wanted to sit and hem
teenagers talk... tu see what they talàed about and what
fin& of things were going on in their lives. Tu see what
it was like to be a 16year old girl. ntese things I never
had ... and I did it to nurture the girl inside of me. and
also tu let them kmM, how important they are. "

Also in sharing this exercise with the group, Client One detailed additional ways in
which she believed herself to have changed since the start of the group, including: seeing

more positives about herself, a new recognition of her own needs and wants, an awareness
and faith in her ability to cope with her vulnerabilities, and the difficult process of realizing
the need for and thus setting boundaries with her family. It is noted that al1 of the above
were evidenced throughout the twelve weeks of the group.
In surnmary, Client One made some significant changes and developments during

the period she was involved with the Aspects of Self group. SpeciGcaly, Client One
c o ~ e c t e dwith her needs, wants, and even initiated huge changes to honour that. The
integration of a lost, little girl in the woods into a strong, independent, decisive woman
seems congruent with what was observed in the pre and post art assessment, as weU as
fiom what was observed throughout the group in general.

Client 2
Client Two's pre-group drawing is seen in Figure 6. Depicting a large sun,
rainbow, angel and drawn in bright colours it appears to be a largely positive piece of art.
True to Oster and Gould's (1987) assertion surrounding the importance of client
subjective meaning when using art in assessment, Client Two describes the picture in a

much diflerent light. The tri-coloured, oval shaped image on the bottorn right hand side of
the drawing was reported by the client to represent her fiactured Me. She herself is the
tiny black spiral at the bottorn within this structure. Hanging over top is a dark cloud that
obscures the sun. The rainbow however links the sun to the cloud, and was reported to
represent her hope that she would come through the mernories, realizations and feelings
that she was experiencing. At the top right hand side of the page is an angel to represent
her spintual faith.
Like Client One, Client Two's post-group picture reveals remarkable growth fkom
pre to post group assessment (see Figure 7). Most noticeable is a significant shift from a
non-human spiral haüa centimetre large in the corner, to a human being 1 1.5 cm high and
8 cm wide, taking up space in the centre of the page. Consistent with her human f o m in

the second picture is what she wrote above it, specifically staternents which claimed her
nghts as a human being. For example, Client Two wrote such things as wanting to iive in
this world, enjoy what is good, be fiee to be, seen for who she really is, have her choices
listened to and respected, and to feel loved unconditionally.
Ln sharing with the group what her pictures were about, Client Two spoke about
the shifi to having a hem and a sou1 within her, a srnile on her face, taking up more space,
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and the personal sigrufïcance ofhaving integrated colour into the image of herse& stating

that integrating colour was something she had recently begun doing in her real üfe
wardrobe as well. This shift from reliance upon extemal coloun which had represented
hope (the angel, rainbow and sun) in the first picture, to actuaily integrating those qualities
of hope and faith as existing within herself in the second seems significant.

With respect to the issue of taking up space, it is relevant here to include a journal
excerpt Ciient Two wrote after completing her second picture; "7îtejirst thing I notice is
how much more of ihe page I take up... nie me now wanîs to be seen and heurd befoe I
wmtted to hide in a corner agai~tsta wuil. *" This is consistent with Client Two's

behaviour throughout the twelve weeks of the group, where she was observed to often sit
quietly with her back against the wall, sharing very little. Over time this pattern expanded
with Client Two participating more and more, however at no time was this more evident
than the night she made this drawing. In addition to sharing her work visually with the
group (a rare occurrence for her), talking about the picture and her observations with

respect to it, Client Two also claimed her space in check-in, leftovers and check-out,
literally laughing out loud and saying "Ohyes, and one more thing... " several times
before relinquishing the speaking space to someone else.

One thing not clear from the information available is why the client refers to herself
as a little girl in the second picture. One hypothesis involves the process of therapy itseif
where clients often connect with past wounds in the process of healing. This often puts
clients more in touch with the children they were during the abuses they survived. Further,
and symbolicaily speaking, Client Two had only just begun to represent herself in human
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form, and as such the experience of childhood naturally preceeds adulthood, and in this
manner was developmentally congruent.
In summacy, the act of moving to human form, claiming human rights, integrating
colour as an intemal quality, and the act of taking her space were dl signiticant shifts for
this individual.

Client 3

Most noticeable about the pre-group picture of Client Three (see Figure 8) is the
image of a woman sitting behind a desk at work, who, partly due to the medium seiected
to paint the picture, is comprised of lines that appear messy, distorted, overlap and run
into each other. Additionally, she has several arms many times the size of her body. In

talking about this picture, Client Three described her life as "al1 work" and "out of

balance." Employed at a large corporation that had already, and was continuing to
downscale, she talked about multi-tasking, wearing multiple hats, deadlines and
responsibility on the job in addition to hours outside of work worrying about job insecurity
and responsibilities. In sharing this picture with the group, Client Three talked about how
out of control she felt in it, and although feelings of sadness and loneliness existed

r in the upper lefk hand side of the page), she had
(symbolized by the face of her i ~ e child
no time for these feelings herself. By contrast, the right hand side of the page provided
information about two things that were a source of happiness for Client Three; her cats
and her balcony garden. The blue mask however, situated between these two images was

reporied to represent her empty life.
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Client Three appeared to detine herseif largely by her work, the impact that had on
her, and the feelings it helped suppress. Given this, it is surprising that work is not present

in her post-group picture. With respect to the second drawing (see Figure 9), Client Three

introduced it by saying "the words that I wrote here are like a map of who 1 am." With
respect to clarity, it is noted that this is seen as a sigruficant shift from the first to the
second picture, as a map by definition, reguires this. Also notable is the line quality as
compared to the first drawing, which is significantly clearer, thus adding congruence to
t his representation.

The words which were selected by the client to represent herself are joined
together by what she referred to as a solid and continuous line. To examine the words
themselves, one finds an array of feelings, qualities, roles, likes, experiences and actions.
In journalling about her picturc, Client Three writes;

"I am ail these things and these me whaî make me go.
nice or not these are rny w o r k Some muke
G d
me happy and mme not. They are al1 connectedand
return to the starting point. I c m accept thai these are
all connected and intenvoven through my l i f . "
Two things that stand out in this quote; the amount of sel'acceptance and the
harmony not found in the first picture. Even the colours of the second seem to match and
complement each other better than those of the tim. The act of integrating ali these things
and owning them within herself seems a signifiant shift fiom the ftactured first picture

where Lies exist to segregate the various components of herself(for example, note both
the innocent child and feelings of sadness as parts of her inner continuum in the second
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picture). Symbolically, the words Client Three chose to define herself are now the entire
picture as opposed to segregated, fiactured parts.
Also worthy of note are statements of power and choice that Client Three
appeared to have intemalized. For example, she wrote in her journal; *Y c m ma& the list
grow and I c m delete things out. I have the p e r to change things or to Ieave the map
as il is. "

In summary, what stands out in the shift between the two pictures and the

information about them is clarity, self-acceptance, empowenent and hannony.

Client 4
For Client Four (see Figures 10 & 11) the honest acknowledgement of many
difficult and intense feelings stood out in her pre-group drawing. The picture itself depicts
a faceless wornan standing within a teardrop and highly visible on the centre of the page.

She reported feeling shame about her perceived visibility and the concomitant judgement

of others towards her (as depicted by the large pointing finger). Client Four likened the
image of her broken hart (îocated lefi of her body) to intense feelings of pain and Ioss; the
large monster-like face at the top of the page as her own anger; and question marks
represented her confusion surrounding how to respond to the question "Who Am I?'.
The colours of the picture are dark, and in general it appears to have been a relatively
spontaneous representation of herselfgiven the lack of control present here as compared
with her second drawing. Given the congruence the picture seems to have with respect to

content, colour and spontaneity, it would appear that this is a genuine expression of how
the client was feeling and what she was thinking. In addition, Client Four checked with
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me, seemingly apologetically, after drawuig the first picture ifit was okay for it not to be
happy or even clear about who she was.
The second picture marks a sharp contrast to the fira with respect to initial

associations from its beauty, sharp, clean lines, and its words of inspiration. With respect
to the content of the second picture, Client Four reported that she was both the flower and

the image of the woman beside it reaching for the stars. She reponed that the words
''Never forget who you are" and "Never forget who you can be" were placed there for
future encouragement in darker times. About the darker times, Client Four writes in her
journal entry; "What came to mind was lije is a cycle, there will alwuys be highs und
lows. " In this manner, hope is depicted in the second picture given the words of seK

encouragement, and what Client Four wrote in her journal about the possibility of l h g

herself in the future (see below).
Beauty aside however, what is confusing is the contrast of this picture with the
content of her joumal entry, which does not really address either of her pictures directly
and where there appear to be sentences with double messages, such as;

0

"Furme, I need to remind myself that I am worthy of this gift of lije. "

2)

"It muy take me all my life to realize how speciai I m. "

3)

"1need to stop searchingfor an iukntity I already have. "

4

'Y must endure (with) patience, p i n ami loss. "

5)

"But in the end I am not on& more mare of myself; but life at~di f s
st~rrmndings.

"
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Sentences one and two (above) are almost statements of esteem, yet not quite as
she needs to keep reminding herseif she is worthy of a life, which may require di of it to
realize she is special. The third sentence isolated above gives the impression that the client
is perhaps judging herseif for not knowing or not trusting who she is inside. The fourth
statement however provides a clue as to the struggie embodied in some of her double
messages, specifically pain which is clearly absent fiom her post-group picture. In
contrast, the fifth statement seems to be an attempt to make the pain

more acceptable. The

joumal entry in which sentences appear to have double meanings but hint at challenges
with self-esteem, self-acceptance, and pain, taken in contrast with a picture depicting
beauty, inspiration and no hint of pain appears to represent a struggle with acknowledging

and accepting feelings. If this is so, the second to last group session would certainly have
been a difficult one in which to acknowledge and share such challenges as several of the
women were reporting significant positive feelings and changes.
In summary, the reason for the discrepancy between the picture and the joumal

entry are unclear, however the existence of this contradiction suggests that this client did
not feel cornfortable to share whatever else was going on inside. This leads to a conclusion
that discussion in the final session needs to include acknowledgrnent of painful as weii as
optimistic feelings.

Pre and Post Assessrnent Themes of the Eveninn gr ou^

The most obvious therne mnning through the pre-group drawings is dissatisfaction;
Client One with her lack of direction, Client Two with her fiactured life, Client Three with

her unbalanced life and Client Four with her feelings of pain, shame and confusion.
Expressions of pain represent a second theme, with three of the four clients either
incorporating tears directly into their pictures or t a l b g about the pain of a fractured Me.
This is confirmed by the affect expressed at the pre-group meeting; expressions of pain

were made by al1 four of the women, including Client One who cned as she described

herself as so Little and lost.

Confusion is another theme mnning through the pre-group drawings, whether it be
about direction for Client One, identity as with Client Four, or within the hanied work
environment depicted by Client Three. Only Client Two, who depicted herseif as a tiny,
black spiral at the bottom of the page does not appear to express confusion. While her
drawing may not reveal much about who she is beyond feelings of pain and smallness,
confusion was not expressed about that.
Client Four raised the issue of feeling removed or different from others. In her pregroup picture, Client Four illustrated the feeling that she is on display and somehow
mocked by others, while she is syrnbolically ensconced and separate within a massive t e s
, of
drop. Client Four raises a significant feeling oflen experienced by trauma s u ~ v o r sthat
feeling removed from the world and like an outsider even when with famiy or peers. This
is an experience which, logically, can also fuel intense feelings of loneliness for such
survivors. It is thus noteworihy that of the three remaining drawings, the women ail
depicted themselves in isolation of others. While in isolation such an inference may seem a
stretch, these feelings of aloneness, being removed, or like an outsider were clearly

articulated by every single member of the group throughout its twelve week duration.
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The most obvious feature in the four post group pictures as a whole is that they

depict significantly greater clarity than do the pre-group drawings. I have included Client
Four in the above as her picture does demonstrate c h e r ünes and better üne quality, but
for reasons also discussed above 1wiil not include this picture in inferences about clarity
as related to identity. Client Three depicted her imer map, which by definition requires
clanty about the information being provided in order to outline it's composition. Client

Two depicted herseras quite literally coming into focus in choosing a human fonn,
placing herself in the centre of the page, and asking to be seen. To be seen requires clear

forrn, which she has done. Client One on the other hand was so definitive about what she
needed to do in the exercise and about who she was that she chose to write rather than
draw her response. It is also noteworthy to mention at this point that every single client in

the evening group chose, to greater or lesser extents, to include words on their post-group

assessments. The act of writing clear messages, as in three of the four cases here, is more
incontrovertible than pictures which are generally subject to a greater amount of
int erpretation.
Also significantly different in three of the post group drawings is the increase in

self-awareness with respect to qualities, roles, feelings, needs, desires, expenences,
actions, likes or dislikes. Associated with such statements are what they articulate about
self-esteem, a construct that was not even hinted at in the pre-group pictures. Even Client
Four speaks to a part of herself that knows she will one day recognize the specialness
inside her. Aiso associated with seKesteem are statements or demands for human needs

and rights as expressed by both Client One and Two, including statements about needing
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unconditional love, respect, freedom, space, to iive, and to have choices heard and
respected for example. Such statements reflect wornen who are taking their power and
demanding more fiom their lives and those they allow into it.

Two final themes stand out about the post-group pictures. First, not only are the
women recognizing more about themselves, there appears to be more integration and
acceptance of the many parts that comprise the self For example, Client One still speaks
about a child, but it resides within herselfand she takes Gare of her. Client Two integrated
the extemal sources of hope and colour ofthe pre-group picture into herself in her post-

group drawing, and Client Three moves from a fiactured and cornpartmentalized pictured

to a map that embraces both the good and the bad about her Me, experiences, and self
Client Three also embodies a beautifùl example of power and choice. She writes, "1cm
make the list grow and I con delete things art. I have the p u e r to change things or to
leave the map us it is. " Certainly Client One also took an empowered position and

responsibility for her life in the choices she made in group. Client Two choose to be seen
rather than hide in a corner, and Client Four also writes about the choice to l e m from the
past as she has not the power to change it.

In summary, the themes of the post group pictures demonstrated overall a shift
fiom dissatisfaction, pain, confusion and feeling separate or removed to demonstrating

greater clarity, esteem, increased self-awareness, and integration of the various parts of the
self Themes sig-g
d rawings.

choice and statements of rights are also noticed in the post-group

The Momine Group

Client 5
The first observation about the pre-group picture of Client Five (Figure 12) is that

it is pleasant, brightly coloured and happy. Another striking feature is the proportions of
the mouth; specifically Client Five drew herself with a very large srnile on her face. As
Client Five talked about her picture, she explained that she surrounded herself by things
that she likes, such as her books, art and nature. She further explained that she drew her
brain outside of her head as a means of concretely illustrating to the world that she thinks

and is intelligent. Incorporated on her shirt is a heart said to represent love, as well as tears
for the sadness which Client Five explained was sometimes with her.
When asked about the mouth depicted on her image, Client Five responded that

other people ofien comment in real life to her about nice srnile and pretty eyes, so she had
taken extra pain to include these features. While that is no doubt true, it is interesting to
include here that people-pleasing and challenges with assertiveness were issues that Client

Five brought to group. It was also observed that Client Five took up more space in the
group as compared to the other members with signiticantly greater amounts of speaking
time. Interestingly, her propensity for talking was an attribute she did acknowledge in the

post-group picture. Thus, the largely proportioned mouth in the pre-group drawing could
signify any of these things.
To look at the post-group art created by this client (Figure 13) one does not
immediately notice significant d8erences. As with the first, this picture is also happy,
cheerfûl, and bnght to look at. In faa, the colours are strikingly similar in both drawings.
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It was in hearing what Client Five said and in observing her affect during this process that
differences began to emerge. Fust,Client Five described herself as standing on top of the
world where she had surrounded herseifwith a greater variety of things that appealed to
her (like space, snow, music, nature, books and sunshine) than found in the first picture.
She fûrther explained that while books were still important to her having been her oniy

fiiends in the past, she was actively seeking more human companionship in her life, as
represented by the faces around her in the second drawing. Also interesting about this
picture is the bolt of lightning at the bottom right side of the page, which Client Five
likened to challenges that crop up as a part of life.
Overall, fiom the picture and what was said about it, there seemed to be a shift to
really re-connecting with the outside world for Client Five. Knowing that lightning

sometimes stnkes, she is pictured standing on top of the world with her arms outstretched
as if to embrace whatever she finds out there. Images like the crying eyes (Client Five said

that these represented her belief that it was okay for others to see her cry) and the heart
(described as signimng her readiness and willingness to accept love) reinforce this
conviction. In speaking with Client Five, she likened herself to a teenager, ready and
wanting to take risks in order to connect and reconnect with the world around het. With
images such as the crying eyes, her acknowledgement of "chat, chat, chat..." and the r d
acceptance about where she was in life, Client Five also demonstrated a significant amount
of self-acceptance and esteem. It is noteworthy that the smile in the second picture seems

more proportioned, perhaps another indication of self-acceptance and esteem as opposed
to the hard work of pleasing others.
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In surnmary, the first picture Client Five drew demonstrated knowledge about
things that pleased her, while for the most part being in a pretty good place. The second
picture provides more of such information, including recognition of imporiant things as
needs and desires. Perhaps rnost significant shift however is the movement fiom relative
isolation to the act of reaching out for co~ectionwith the outside world. Also
noteworthy is the selfesteem and ~e~acceptance
that she conveyed both in her picture
and in her discussion about it.

Client Six
Similar to Client Five, Client Six depicts an individual who feels good most of the

time in her pre-group picture (see Figure 14). Also sirnilar to Ciient Five, she provides the
viewer with some concrete information about who she is, in this case identifjmg some
roles and qualities that she possesses. Client Six however also identified some areas that
she felt needed some attention, as represented by the so called "Alien Baby" figure beside
her which holds feelings such as fear and pain. The words written next to this iittle, black
figure; "little girl, sex object, unable to protect myse& helpless and vulnerable" indicate
~ herself with the abuses she
that Client S u is iikely aware of the connection of this p a of

has survived.
The second picture that Client Six produced (see Figure 15) is markedly dinerent

from the first. Although the pre-group picture contains many positives, the harmonious
and spiritual feel of the second stands out. Client S u talked about the picture as a
representation of her red self - her soul. She spoke of energy compnsing her being, with
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love existing as her core and around which the whole of her experiences, feelings, qualities
and beliefs congregate. Wntten dong the lefi side of the page is; "Everything 1 am is Me!
(her name)".
Such a message surely conveys significant self-acceptance, a word that she herself

repeats three tirnes in her picture and highlights for the viewer to see. Addressing this in
the group sharing, Client Six talked about her long stmggle with accepting mistakes and
coping behaviours of her past, such as dmg addiction and promiscuity. She shared the
intense shame she has expenenced related to these behaviours, as well as her tendency to
use them to define who she is. However Client Six also shared this fiom her journal; "... at
times 1 c a n f i d a place inside me that reaiiy isjust me and not actions I have done in the

paîr or actions thut others have done to me..." This second picture that Client Six created

was a representation of what she saw at such times, and acceptance is obviously an

important piece of it.
is self-esteem. If one looks at the number of qualities
Related to ~e~acceptance
that Client Six recognizes and lists about herself in this drawing as compared with the first
(more than double), it could also be hypothesized that some gains in self-esteem have been
realized.
In summary, the second picture stands out for two prominent reasons. First it is a
vexy spiritual representation as compared with the first picture, and second because of the

integration this client demonstrates. Gone are two separate people standing next to each
other on the same page. Replacing these are her imperfections, leamings and life
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expenences existing in the same space with her qualities. As Client Six said; "Everything is
me!" Finally, comected with integration ais0 seems to be acceptance and seEesteem.

Client Seven
The pictures that Client Seven created (see Figures 16 & 17) are markedly dEerent

fiom one another. By way of background information about this individuai, Client Seven
had been diagnosed with Dissociative Identity Disorder @ID) and had recently been re-

victirnized. This information is helpful in understanding the first picture, said to have been
completed by her children.
To speak about the drawings, the pre-group picture of Client Seven depicts no
more then the frightened eyes of a t e d e d little girl looking out fiom the darkness. Beside
this is childlike writing conveying feelings of feu, worthlessness, shame, pain and sadness.

She wrote; " I liv(e) insidfe) my eyes the@) ar(e) big the@) are scared they see pain ami
deah and they see saahes. " and "I do not ra()k I do not move I mn a f a ( ' d " .

The final sentences on the page seem to recognize a part of herself that realized the
contradiction between living in an adult body and being in such a child place, and she
writes; " I am a girl not able to grow up to old but I am old md I am sud*'. In speaking
about the picture in this screening interview, Client Seven expressed clear dissatisfaction
with being a child, and spoke fiequently about longing to be and stay an older part of
fierself

Related to her desire to grow up are a set of so-called Princess Eyes, pictured near
the last paragaph, and which were used to represent the person Client Seven wanted to
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be. #en

asked what would be good about being a princess, Client Seven expressed her

dissatisfaction with the experience of being in a child place and also her drearns of the
future, identifjing that she would be older, have the ability to speak out, knowledge about
who she is, a belief that she is good, and possess intelligence.
While the first picture that Client Seven drew was hearibreaking, it was done with
a clarity and colour that appears less present in the second. The second picture by contrast
appears fiactured and distorted. With the interpretation of the client however, it was said

to actually represent significant imagery and beauty. Client Seven explained in group that
she had drawn her second picture with her eyes closed, and had done so as a way of

holding onto what she was seeing about herself in her mind's eye at the time it was
produced. The brown, circular representation with the bits of colour in the surrounding

area represented her face. Within the face however are bits of colour representing images,
memories and fantasies that felt positive to her. For example, the light blue portions were
said to represent an image of floating on the ocean, close to the shore, and with the sand

beneath her (yellow). In this image she reported feeling safe and relaxed. The dark blue
represented the feeling of a sumrner breeze blowing through her hair, wMe the light green
is a memory of lying on her back in a field in the springtime. In this way, Client Seven

incorporated meaningful images, memories and feelings into her self-portrait.
The words that Client Seven chose to fil1 in the area around her face are also

significant in the information they provide about the positive qualities she was able to see
in herself. In addition to eleven qualities, there are also feelings (both positive and difncult
ones) as well as statements of desire and need. For example, "wanting to be loved" is a
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desire that Client Seven expressed in her picture. This last statement was ais0 the ody one

written in colour so it stands out among the other words. Needing to feel loved is certainly
a basic human need, however it is also a common theme for people who are hurt as

children by those who were supposed to nurture, love and care for them. In addition,
Client Seven had ofien reported during the twelve weeks of the group her struggle to
establish a much wanted, intimate relationship with an individual who appeared more
ambivalent about such an arrangement. It could be hypothesized that these words were
topical given this romantic situation.

From her joumal, Client Seven continues to write about who she is, naming 23
additional things that she likes, qualities that she has, and roles that she plays in her We,
prefacing this long definition with the words; "1 am me". Three things stand out with
respect to the words that Client Seven wrote on both her picture and in her joumal. First,
the many and varied parts of herself that she comected with. This observation is

consistent with her first sentence in her joumal about the second picture; '7am more than
a child". Second is the self-acceptance expressed in conjunction with who she is. Not

only does she write "1am ok@' twice on her picture, she also writes in her journal about

it being okay to have feelings like fear and fatigue. Client Seven additionally wrote another
significant passage denoting acceptance, this one pertaining to what it is like to be her;
"1am d~flerent.1ahuays haw been but inside somewhere
al2 through my li/e there has been a siber of ntyselfthal has
been p r d of my drfjence, happy about it, not enbmarsed!
I mn d~fferentnot weird! n i w s muybe weird (unusuar),but
peoole are d~fferent."
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In conjunction with self-acceptance, self-esteem can be inferred, not ody fiom her
expression of being "okay different", and from the many positive qualities that she
portrayed in the second picture, but also fiom her journal where she made several
significant statements of human nghts, especially the right "not to be used, hurt, or
expeaed of"

in considering the two pictures produced by Client Seven, the movement between
the first and second from that of being only a little girl to a picture and journal entry that
captures many parts of herself is significant. Her words and imagery are beautifùi, and
while the amount of colour that she uses to represent this is yet relatively srna11 on her
picture, there is room for continued growth. The self-acceptance about the many parts of
herself and being different as well as her demand for human nghts are also commendable.

Pre and Post Assessrnent Themes of the Mornine Group
One of the first things that stands out about the pre-group pictures of the moming
group is that two of the three participants start off by acknowledging being in a fairly
positive place psychologically. This stands out more so for its sharp contras with the pre-

group pictures of the evening group. Being in a positive place most of the time however
does not preclude the inclusion of pain, in varying degrees, fiom being represented in al of
the three pre-group pictures. Also in contrast with the pictures of the evening group, two

of the three women in the moming group included information about roles and quaiities
(Client Six) or about likes (Client Five). As with the evening group however, it is stdchg
how much more abundant this kind of idormation is in al1 the post-group pictures.
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A fracturing, or split between different parts of the self is also depicted in two of

the three pre-group drawings. Specifically, Client Six illustrates a distinction between the
part of herself that feels good, and the part of herselfthat holds pain, fear, shame and her

little girl. Client Seven quite literally demonstrated a split between her child and aduh
parts, and symbolized this in her drawing as the difference between her wide and smed
child eyes with the Princess eyes she hopes to be. It is thus interesting to note that in the
post-group drawings, both of these women demonstrated increased integration of the so
called good and bad aspects of themselves. This may not be a large coming together of the
child and adult parts for Client Seven, but such a shifi was not expected fiom a twelve
week group, and does not detract fiom the fact that in her post-group drawing, positive

qualities exist on the same page as her fear (which was a signifiant portion of her child in
the pre-group picnire).

Self acceptance is a fourth theme worthy of mention here. In their post-group
assessments, al1 three of the clients demonstrated various fonns of self-acceptance. For
Client Five, self acceptance included owning her right to cry and putting that out for the
world to know rather than holding it (at least syrnbolically) inside on her shirt, among
other things that were discussed above. Self-acceptance was also depicted by Client SUS
who captured an image of an identity that she was working towards where she could

accept her past rnistakes and integrate them d into herself as a whole. Fially, in the act of
accepting her differentness, Client Seven also dernonstrated self-acceptance. With such
self acceptance there were also statements of esteem, made by al1 the clients in their post-

IO5
group art assessments. Perhaps the most poignant of these being the demands for human

rights as expressed by Client Seven.

Similanties and Differences between the Art Assessments of the Evenina and Mominq
Groups

One difference between the groups has already been mentioned, specificaliy that
more than half of the members of the morning group entered the twelve weeks having
described their lives or identities with positives, and depicted this in their pre-group
assessments. However, dl the women in both groups, albeit in varying degrees, include
some aspect of pain as a component of the pre-group pictures. With the exception of one

woman (Client Five) al1 the women also expressed some f o m of dissatisfaction with their
curent identities or lives.
The most significant information however perhaps cornes fiom an inspection of the
post group drawings, where not one large overall group difference appears to emerge. O n
the other hand, severd significant and important similarities exist in the post-group
assessments. First, with only one exception (Client Four) each woman included more
information about herseif in the post-group drawings, including such things as likes,
dislikes, quaiities, roles, actions and experiences for exarnple. Second, al1 but two women
(Clients Four and Five) demonstrated increasing amounts of integration of the various
parts of themselves. For example, child with adult parts (Clients One and Seven), positive
entities associated with the selfexisting aiongside more chailenging or ditlicult parts
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(Clients Three and Su), and finally, also the integration of extemal sources of hope and
faith and colour to the intemal form (Client Two).

Self acceptance, like integration, also appears to have been a significant post-group
assessrnent theme in the art, and six of the seven clients either portray or express this.
Themes of esteem can also be inferred from positive qudities many of the women chose to

describe themselves with in the second picture, as well as from the three women (two
fiom the evening and one fiom the moming group) who made statements declaring or
demanding their nghts as hurnan beings.
Two last observations deserve mention. First, one individual from each the

moniing and the evening group expressed their intention to open themselves up to the
outside world, with Client Two asking to be seen by others and Client Five literally
breaking her isolation and placing herself in the world to be seen. Second, it is also noted

that making such intemal representations of self can truly be a spintual endeavour, a fact
that one women from each of the groups also noted in their post-group representations of
themselves (Client Two and Six).
In summary, many overall sirnilarities exist between the iwo groups, while few

differences emerged. What is particularly salient to this report however, is the recognition
that themes surroundhg the positive growth in self-definition, esteem and integration
emerged time and time again in the post-group assessments.

Pre-Assessments of Partici~antswho did Not Com~letethe gr ou^
Client E i ~ h t
Client Eight drew a visually stunning, if barren looking picture (see Figure 18) in
black pen that depicted a pair of hands over top of a circular image containing miniature
people and a nature scene. Having traced her real hands ont0 the paper to help her form
the image, Client Eight described the hands, hers, as "old woman's." Although little
information is known about Client Eight, given the context of the comment, which was
derogatory, it was perhaps an expression of either self-dissatisfaction,dissatisfaction with
the situation she depicted in her drawing, or maybe both.
Specifically, Client Eight identified that the hands signified her role of l o o h g

afler other people, people who were in continuous need of her help and caretaking.
Related to this, Client Eight spoke with anger about having nothing for herseü; as
nurturing was not returned by those who received hers, and further that this made her very
sad - a feeling she signified in the drawing of tears cried ont0 the right side of the page.

Certainly pain and having nothing le&for oneselfare congruent with various
components of the picture. The barren or empty look of the drawing has already been
mentioned, but also the act of depicting nothing more of oneself than hands, and hands
which are used expressly for the service of others is indeed congruent with what the client

expressed about her pain and belief she had nothing for herself At this point, the group
was r e h e d as one way of taking tirne and space specifically to nurtute herself, however

Client Eight called prior to Week One to say that she would not be able to find the t h e to
participant in the group.
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One final observation will be made about this drawing. It is interesting to note
again, as was observed in some of the earlier pictures, that Client Eight also appears

somehow on the outside, separate or disconnected fiom the people and things she is
taking care of. Thus, dong with pain, and self esteem as familiar themes that appear in
many of the other pictures, so too do indications of disco~ectionseem present.

Client Nine
Client Nine (see Figure 19) talked in the screening i n t e ~ e wabout not knowing
who she was. Her picture however was said to capture a vague but imer sense of

movement and becoming (as represented by the tail, upnght figure in the centre of the
page). This tall, central and faceless figure, while described as wanting to become unstuck,
was also described as being unsure how to accomplish this (as represented by the smaller,
sedentary figure heaped on the ground io the right.) Client Nine also spoke about the
windows being barred by slats, a reference evocative of something similar to a prison.
Client Nine descnbed drawing the stationary flower next to the tali figure as a way
of again illustrating again her "inner contradiction," specifically the stillness of the flower
next to the movement of the figure. Indeed the flower is interesting for several syrnbolic

reasons in addition to its stationary stants. First, the client drew an image of a beautifid
and living entity bent over and wilting. Second, when looking at the flower, one also
notices the strong and vibrant colours of a blossom drafted with heavy handed colours, but
which is also insufficiently supported by a thin and weak crayon stem. Many

interpretations could be proposed for this part of the picture and without the input of the
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client it is especiaily ditncult to guess which cornes closest to the tmth. Certainly however
one can guess at the feelings that are possibly, even ifunintentionally, conveyed through
this. It is also interesting to note that much the same as the flower, the two images of the
women are drawn in ways that characterise the blossom and stem respectively. Like the
blossom, the standing figure makes a grand impression, almoa ballenna like in its potential
but somewhat messy beauty. The second figure said to represent stuckness, seems to
convey more than this in it's heaped fom which gives the additionai impression of

possible exhaustion, dejection or grief Whatever the images of the flower and the figures
represent, a definitive split between various parts of the self has been clearly depicted.
Other aspects of the picture are also interesting. First, the artist chose to utilize
five different mediums with which to complete the pichire; specifically marker, pastel,

crayon, paint and pencil crayon (it is noted that this individual was actually an artist, and

as such her familiarit.with working with various mediums may have been a factor in this
development). Second, the line quality in the image is such that it overlaps and runs
together giving the picture a messy look. Third, the proponions of the hands on the
standing figure and the absence of m s altogether in the second is also noticeable, as is
the absence of faces on both human images. Taken together, the facelessness, the

messines, and the variety of mediums squashed together al1 seem to converge and give
the pictwe an extremely hazy, foggy or confusing feel. Taken in conjunction with the
statement the client made with reference to not really knowing who she was, this
confusion takes on additional congruence with what has been portrayed.

Client Ten

The first thing one notices about the picture created by Client Ten (see Figure 20)
is a small, colourless, almost androgynous looking image of a tiny person. She is
surrounded by a large amount of blank space Save for the words; '9 do not know who 1
am yet. Everything is black." These words on the picture of Client Ten summarize the

two most prominent themes seen when looking at the picture. First, the size of the figure,
the temfic amount of white space surrounding her colourless form, and even the gender-

less quality it takes al1 lend credence to her assertion that she is not sure how to respond
to the question conceming her identity. Second, the smallness of the figure, cornbined with

its crying, tear-drop shaped eyes, down tumed mouth and black coloured outline al1 speak
to the pain that Client Ten comrnunicates clearly. Her words, "everything is black" were
fùrther clarifsed in the session as refemng specifically to her abuse history and associated
pain she carries as a result.

Client Ten spoke of never having stayed still long enough to look at her pain,
describing herselfas having run from every opportunity in her life to face it. With ment
developments in her life however, she expressed renewed determination for therapy. She
was however veiy hard on herself in the meeting, blaming herseif for past mistakes, for

having run for so long and wasting so much time, and even for her appearance.
Three themes thus came fiom the pre-group art assessrnent with Client Ten. First,
her difficulty knowing who she was, her pain, and low self-esteem.

Client Eleven

-

Client Eleven drew a box representing her body from between her neck and
stomach (see Figure 21). Within this area she decided to draw what feelings existed within
her and where they were located within this space. In this way it is beautifil that Client

Eleven took something as integral to identity (feelings) to represent who she was. Within
this context, it is noted that the colours and space allotted each respective feeling, as well
as the location where she chose to place each one, was carefuly thought out and executed
in a manner meaningfùl to her. For example, the feeling of love is represented by the

colour pink, which Client Eleven explained was created larger and given more space than

al1 the others because it represented her love for her children. In total, Client Eleven drew
seven feelings, some of which could also be counted as qualities, and one clearly positive
attribute, her sense of humour.

Client Eleven expressed a significant arnount of anxiety about what she had drawn,
stating repeatedly that she hadn't really known how to answer the question. Funher, as
she talked about her picture, she repeatedly made comments putting both herselfand the
drawing dom. Perhaps such expressed and demonstrated anxiety and critical seFtalk
were factors that prevented her fiom recognizing the bnlliance of what she had used to
identi6 herself.
In sumrnary, Client Eleven chose to depict herseif in an appropriate and meaningful
manner as demonstrated both in content, as weil as in the care she took to portray it as

accurately, logicaliy, and meaningfully as she could. The overd space taken up on the
page, the non-human form, lack of spontaneity, in addition to the content of what she said

while describing her art, are perhaps c o ~ e c t e dwith feelings of anxiety and low selfesteem.

Similarities and Differences between the Art Assessments of Com~letersand NonCompleters
Two similarities run throughout al1 the pictures of the women who either did not
begin or dropped the group. First, expressions of pain, and second the assertion of being

confused or unknowing about who they were. Neither of these two themes dEer
significantly from the pre-group drawings procured by the women who completed the two
groups. While the morning group overall expressed more positives in their pre-group
assessments, this is a dflerence which separates them tkom both the participants of the
evening group as well as these individuals, and thus does not represent a difference

between completers and non-completers. Based on the pre-group pictures, there is no
indication of any signifiant differences between those women who completed the group
with those who did not.
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The Laurel Centre gr ou^ Feedback Forms
A written responr from clients to help assess participant satisfaction with the
group content, process, membership, faciliiation and experience was utilized. This fom

included two finite response formats (such as "yes" or " no" format and a Likert type
format), followed by five open ended questions. AU of the participants who finished the
group (seven women) completed this form. The responses to the finite questions wiîl be
surnmarized below, while answers to the open ended questions will be recorded here as

they appeared on the fonns.
In response to the first question, which asked the women to rate on a 10-point

scale how useful the group was to them (with 1 "not at all" and 10 "very"), four women
responded with an eight, while three marked ten. The second question asked the women if'
their expectations of the group were met. One woman marked a seven, while the
remaining six were evenly split between eight and ten in response. When asked to rate
how safe the women had felt in group, al1 seven unanimously reported ten. When asked

about a sense of group unity, three clients responded with an eight while four responded
by indicating ten.

The foliowing three questions utilized a 'yes7'or "no" format. The three questions
asked: if the length of the sessions were satisfactory; ifthe number of sessions were

adequate; and if the handout material was helphl. AU seven respondents reported
afnrmatively to ali of the above questions. Fin*,
questions:

with response to the open ended

Did the group experience help you to attain a better undentanding of
yourself, your needs or your values? Explain.

"Yes. 1 learnt to ask myselfwhat do 1need right now, to question questions, to
look deeper, a certain amount of acceptance, definitions, and that 1can redefine
things and that I'm okay and it's okay"
"The group helped me to understand myselffor who 1 am, how 1 fùnction, and
how I can work towards positive changes"
"Yes. My self-esteem is better. I've identified areas of my past 1 still need to work
on"

"Yes. The brainstorming and collages are eye-opening and the sharing of others
offers insight into myself'
"At the point of self discovery in individual sessions with my counsellor 1 grew to

understand myselfin relationship to the world better - I'm not so different, weird,
etc... The need 1 had for group support (even just by attending) was fiilfilied
completely. My values were accepted and respecteci which was great."

"Yes. The group expenence stimulated thoughts and awareness of my needs and
understanding of my feelings. 1 am accepting and allowing myself to feel what 1
feel and not to try to hide my feelings. 1do have good awareness of my values."
"Yes because now 1 don't cal1 me weird just different, and also 1believe that
someone should like me cause I'm nice, and I'rn a person, not perfect, just a
regular person, but I'd still like to be famous."
What aspect of the experieace was most valuable to you?
"The whole experience was of huge value to me. 1have grown and traveUed a
great distance. 1 am more relaxed with myself'

"Realinng how much my attitudes and beliefs were others ideas of me, and how
others molded me"
"Sharing expenences with others knowing I'm not alone, learning how to deal
with my issues spiritually, p hysicdy"

"Sharing my feelings and listening to others share theirs"

"Coming together and helping and learning fiom the facilitaton and each other"
"The group experience of sharing, safety, and trust was most valuable to me. 1
value the experience of appreciating everyone's unique personalities. The
hornework was excellent, fun, helpfui"
"Being heard and understood and valued for me, and me speaking, being accepted
for who 1 am, and still somewhat valuing myseit"
I liked....
"Leaming that there are other people that 1can be myself with. I'm accepted and
its just okay"

"1 liked feeling d e , 1 liked feeling that 1 wiU be respected for my ideas, feelings
and goals. Plus becoming connected with others"
"The support the group offers"
''Brainstorming, collages and writing exercises"
"Al1 the art"

"Doing the homework exercises and the meditations. 1feel much more relaxed
doing meditations here. 1 liked the group art exercises"

-

"The two girl leaders Jennifer and Deborah. And being accepted even if 1forgot
narnes. Leaming about me, and 1 iiked putting things in boxes that weren't needed
at the group"
1 did not likc....

"The reason I'm here"
"Having to end, 1have a hard time with endingsy'

"Check-in is sometimes hard, getting focused when one first cornes in"
"(rarely) gohg off topic"

"Getting out of the house to come some of the days"
"To come in the moming, but 1loved the group, momings are hard for me. Also 1
didn't liie that 1 got to come by cab and my fiiend couldn't cause welfâre is sort of
unfair. 1 love my fnend. 1 do not l i e a sore body or broken nbs"
Have things changed for you since the start of group? If so, how?

"Yes. I'm not usually as hard with myself There are a lot of people tryUig to figure
life out and we are ail at dzerent places. By sharing expenences and feelings 1
might be of help to them"
T m beginning to take better care of myself. plus I'm beginning to see that 1 am a

worthy human being"
"Yes, 1 am more positive about myself 1 have made some positive changes in my
life. My self esteem is better than when 1 starteci"

'Tm jua trying to accept that life will never be perfect and move on through the
pain and in spite of it and hope for happier times down the road"
"1 feel better about myself emotionally. 1 feel 1 can speak up a little more for

my self '
"Things have changed in my life such as quittingjob, having to seriously consider
my health and the quality of Sie 1 want to live. Struggling with emotions, fatigue,
etc, but 1 am beginning to be able to feei things will work out okay. I am having
more positive thoughts"

"Yescause 1 iike me more but 1would like to have confortable pants for winter
cause sometimes 1 am cold, but 1 learned a lot in group. Specincaliy that
perfectness is perfect in my eyes and perfect becornes perfect just by speakhg the
message intended. Not perfect in the eyes but the emotions it evokes"
What, if anything, would you suggest w t add, subtract or change in future
groups?

"As tough as it was I think it was all necessary and served its purpose"

"The only thing 1can think about is the meditations. MyselfI can meditate, but if1
do too much it causes headaches"

"Nothing comes to minci"

-

"Do homework checkups (1 know we're adults but some may need particular
Add a little more relationship interaction with newly
attention in this m.)
discovering self.
"Can't really think of anything"
'Wothing, maybe cimamon buns at every group"

What feedback do you have for the facilitators?
"Please continue, your work is necessary and valuable"
"Thank-you for everything, you both helped me to open my eyes and my mind.
May God bless you and watch over you both"
"They were gentle and caring and offered great feedback and ideas. Supportive."
"Both very gentle and kind and cognisant of the group memben feelings, weii
being and safety at al1 tirnes and in each group"
"Thank you both very much. It was a wondemil group and 1 am always amazed at
how we cm pull together, be d e , and leam about ourselves"
"1 enjoyed the material and information very much, the other group members and
the facilitaton. The group was weli organized. 1 appreciate the work JennEer and
Deborah put into the group and also the environment of safety provided at The
Laurel Centre"

"We love you. I felt accepted as 1 am"

What stands out in the above is the expressed value in having come together in an
environment where the women felt safe, understood and accepted. The power of the
co~ectionsand feelings associated with them certainly cornes through as the strongest
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theme in reading the group feedback foms, where specific reference to this is found in
eleven different excerpts. It is also noteworthy that ail the participants mention this factor
at least once on the fonns.
A second most repeated theme on the feedback foms is expressions of increased

feelings of competency or selfssteem. Here, nine separate statements representing such
assertions are found, the examination of which also reveals that they were made by all but
one of the seven participants. Third, statements indicating changes or growth in the area of

self-definition were also made, although not with the same frequency as the above two
themes. Finally, it is also noted that several of the statements on the feedback forms
reflected an empowered perspective, where the women recognized and acknowledged the
power available to them to survive, change and grow.

While no consistent areas of difnculty or dissatisfaction were found, three
statements (two of which were oRered by the same individual) which identified some
factors were offered: going off topic, difficulty with meditations, and a request for
homework check-ups. First, despite the fact that only one client mentioned challenges in
maintaining the focus, it is acknowledged that this did occur from time to time throughout
the group. It is also interesthg to note that such challenges tended to surround the
particular individual who made this comment, a fact that does not however detract from
the validity of this feedback. It is acknowledged that this is an area of growth for myselfas
a facilitator, and it was a specific challenge identified from time to time in my own process
notes and journal about group sessions.
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In response to the meditations, some women reponed finding them valuable, and

another one reported difficulty associated with them. It is true that meditations comprised
a large portion of the exercises in the group. As such, it might be helpful to inforni
potential group members about such reliance upon them in the screening interview for
future groups. Finally, homework checks were routinely made in the Leftovers section of
each session. That some women did not do the homework was consistently found every
week, however it was not a requirement of group. The women were rather encouraged to
connect with their own imer wisdom in deciding which exercises would be either
meaninghl or relevant for themselves. It is certainly recognized that such an approach
could be hstrating for those who want to hear the reactions of others; however,
logisticdly and philosophically, this was the best way to approach homework.
In surnmary, the feedback fiom the participants was largely positive. Overail,
emphasis reflected the support and connections the women received fiom one another in
the experience. Statements reporting gains in seKesteem and selfidefinition were dso

observed. As these were two of the primary objectives of the group, this is considered to
be positive. It is noted that the third primary focus of the group, awareness of factors that

have contributed to identity development, was also mentioned once on the feedback

forms. Finally, comments reflecting empowennent were also present, which provides
support for one of the structural components of the group.

Summary of Group Fhdings

The RSES demonstrated consistently high self-esteem scores for the morning
group, and a fairly significant increase of scores for the evening group. The drawings

demonstrated increases in clarity and self-awareness of the factors that comprise the self,

increased lzvels of integration, as well as self-acceptance and self-esteem. Fhally, the
Client Feedback forms expressed most clearly the signif'icance of the connections fomed

in group, followed by statemenis indicating self-perceived increases in self-esteem. Gains
in self-definition and empowering messages were also made.

CHAPTER VI
EVALUATlON METHODS OF LEARNING GOALS

Evaluation not only encompassed the group but, on a more personal level, was
also used to mess the l d n g goals referenced in chapter one. Broadly, growth in these
areas was assessed by a combination of process and log recordings, supervision, and

evaluations. This section first outlines the various methods which were used to help assess
the leaniing goals. Each goal is then listed and the specific means by which it was

addressed follows. Finally, the findings are shared.

Met hods
11Co-facilitator Feedback Form

To aid in the evaluation of both the group and my own personal learning goals, a
CO-facilitatorfeedback fonn was developed (Appendk G). On this forni, five open ended
questions were posed to assess the CO-facilitators'experiences, observations and
assessment of the group. As open ended questionsyit was anticipated that responses could

encompass such factors as the working relationship, the group design or process, or an
assessment of the overall value of the group. The form also inquired about the strengths
and limitations of the group and the facilitation. The Co-Facilitator Feedback Form was

distributed following the final group session and facilitaton were asked to complete and

retum it at earliest convenience.

2) Student/Clinician Process and Log Recordinas

With the use of audio taped recordings of each session, 1made process notes to
aid in the assessrnent of my learning goals. The tapes and process recording helped in

monitoring content and process related issues. A log was aiso maintained for the purpose
of recording my personal observations and feelings with the goal of helping me respond to

my personal leaming goals.

3) Su~ervision

SupeMsion was provided by my advisor, Dr Brenda Bacon, at the University of
Manitoba. Intemal supervision, as needed, was also available with Heather Block,
Executive Director of The Laurel Centre. In total, five meetings were arranged with Dr
Bacon, each spanning one to two hours in length. Updates about the process of the
groups, what was happening in sessions and how 1 was feeling and responding were
addressed in these meetings. The clinid team at The Laurel Centre was also available, as
needed, for supervision.

Leaming Goals
1. To gain group facilitation qerience in a rolc of incnarcd responsibiliîy and

investment

This goal was evaluated largely by my own impressions and with the aid of a
weekly log. Feedback fiom the CO-facilitatorswas also obtained at the conclusion

of the groups to help assess this goal.

2. To gain experience in assessing oild working with group climate andprocss
3. To a h wfurther opporntniîy to deveIop qerience woriking with otherprofessàonals
4. To observe any di/ferences behveen the group co-fmifitatedby the staff member and

the

volunteer.
The above three goals were monitored through detaiied process recordings and the

log, as well as through supe~sionwith my advisor at the University. Goals
number three and four were also evaluated with the aid of CO-facilitator
impressions.

5. Incorporatefeminist principles into the group.

Group content and process, as it relates to feminist values and goals can be
assessed through examination of the group as documented in this report, and as
recorded in the process recordings.

6. To assess the group, kfi!of content and design w9ththis population

Goal number six was evaluated in several ways.Assessrnent of participant

experience and growth is a large component of this goal, and has aiready been
discussed in the previous chapter. Facilitator impressions, in conjunction with
supervision from both the agency and the university was also utilized.

Ln sumary, a combination of process recordings, weekly logs and evaluations
fiom both clients and CO-facilitatorswere employed in conjunction with individual

supe~sionfiom both The Laurel Centre and the University. It is believed that the above
was helpful in the evaluation of said learning goals.

Findings
This section will first report the information obtained from the CO-facilitator

evaluation forms. As it is unfeasible (and unethical) to transcribe the process notes here
beyond that detailed in Chapter Four, following the data gathered fiom the CO-faciiitators
of the groups, each learning goal will then be individualiy addressed in Chapter Seven.

Co-facilitator Feedback Forms
One method of obtaining additional information to aid the evaluation of the group
as weil my specific lemhg objectives was to obtaln the feedback f?om the two co-

facilitators of the groups. The information generated fiom these forms is liaed below as it

appeared on the actual reports. Following this, generd themes that were observed wüi be
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surnrnarized, and potential limitations associated with this fom of data coliection will be
discussed.

What has the experience of CO-facilitatingthe 'Dimensions of Self" group
been like for you?
"This has been a positive experience for me. Jennifer and 1 connect, therefore we
were able to work effectively together. She has developed the group and did al1 the
preparation of the groups. 1 was jua there for the groups which was a treat for
me."

"The entire experience, fiom start to finish, has been very rewarding for me. 1
consider it a very positive expenence in that 1was always leaming new things:
group dynamics, dealiig with ernotional clients, focus, etc... as weli as being able
to use my own personal skills. M e r doing this group my confidence in myself and
the entire process has been elevated. 1grew dm."
What wrs good about the experience?

-

"That the groups were well organized and researched re: content, homework,
assignments and handouts. Jennifer was cornfortable and confident in how she
dealt with issues that came up in group. Jennifer's ski11 level is excellent, therefore
1 could relax as the CO-facilitatorand trust her skills."
"The outline of the program allowed for an incrase in the intensity of emotion,
thought, affect, etc... The women in group became more aware of how and why
they developed their identity and how they could incorporate what was leamed to
develop their true selves. It was extremely rewarding to set the women becoming
so much more positive about themselves. The entire expenence was good for me.
From working with Jennifer to watching the women grow, I learned something
from every group."
What observations do you have about working with the facilitator? What do
you set as ber strengths?

"*

extrernely weU prepared, organized and responsible very present in group and
as facilitator * respecLfiil and empathetic *demonstrated leadership by a d h e ~ to
g
time limits and tirne management and addressing group dynamics."
+

"Jennifer was able to discuss in an open and honest manner with me al1 the aspects
of the group. She made me an eqwl partner in the process of facilitating. Her
presentation style is ver- easy and non-threatenhg. She was always aware of the
dynarnics of the group and kept the focus intact. She was very wüllng to accept
suggestions and feedback, as well as giving it. She was able to deal effectively with
al1 the women and emotions that arose in an empathetic, real and genuine manner
while exhibiting professionalism throughout. Great leader."
Do you have any concerns or w e n there any challenges about either the
group or the facilitation?

"absolutely not!"
"This particular group of women were at times rather quiet. We wanted them to
shoulder more of the responsibility for getting the most out of group. Wlthout
getting into a power struggle we shified the focus back on them in a gentle way.
We encouraged the women to give feedback to each other instead of talking to the
facilitator. The women became increasingly more productive, open and a bonding
was taking place."
Overall Impressions:

"* Jennifer developed a powerful and beneficial group that the participants gained
much from. They were able to integrate information in an honouring, introspective
way. * Excellent group information was a powerful tool in the transformation for
the group participants."

"The Dimensions of Self program was very weil thought out. It was a smooth
transition from week to week and everything fit. It incorporated as much as
possible but not so much that there wasn't an opportunity to digest, reflect, and
take in what was being presented. A very helpful group. One that 1 feel is
beneficial and very much an important aspect in the healing process. This group
was needed."
In sumrniuy of the CO-facilitatorfeedback fonns, it is noted that the sarne general

ideas were expressed by both women. First, they descnied the overall experience as
positive. Other similarities that are noted is that both women reported the working
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relationship between us as positive. The overall design of the group, including content and
structure was also reported to have been a strength, and both co-facilitators reported their
perceptions of the group as beneficial for the clients. While my perceptions of the group
are largely consistent with that of the co-facilitators, the positive working and personal
relationships that developed between us, in addition to the lack of anonymity, the
possibility exists that the feedback was disproportionately positively weighted.

CHAPTERVII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GROUP GOALS
Goals for the group included content and process goals. The four content group
goals were: 1) Heightening awareness of factors contributhg to the sense of self;
2) Enhancing sense of self; 3) Encouraging integration of the various dimensions of self;

and
4) Increasing self-esteem. Process goals were: 5) To provide an oppominity to break the

secrecy that often surrounds child sexual abuse; 6) To provide the oppominity to reduce

isolation and increase commonality through comecting with others who have sirnilarly
expenenced child sexual abuse; and 7) To provide the opportunity for personal growth
within a context that recognizes and respects the women's developrnental needs for
co~ection.Each of these goals wiU be addressed in the section below.

1) Heightening awareness or facton contributing to the sense of self; and
2) Enhancing sense of sel

These goals are hterco~ected,and as such are addressed together. Specific
factors contnbuting to the sense of self were addressed in the awareness section of the
group, where the impact of facton such as society, f d y and child sexual abuse were

addressed directly. Week Ten, which involved specific focus on the Critic, was an
additional opportunity to explore the impact of child semai abuse on the sense of seK It is
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noted that recognition and discussion of these factors was not limited to these sessions,
but were addressed throughout the entire group.
The second section of the group focused on exploring the many factors about the

self that can be connected and recomected with. These sections included awareness of

feelings, as well as connecting with needs, wants, likes and dislikes for exarnple. Finally,
the world and the relationships fomed in it were also used as a mirror with which to view

and gain information about the self
The most poignant evidence that group members co~ectedwith many varied and

new parts of themselves was captured in the cornparison of pre and post group drawings.
Al1 the mernbers demonstrated increases in the number of values, descriptors, words and
images with which they chose to portray themselves. Verbal feedback in the session
involving the post-group drawing also confirmed that the women perceived themselves as

knowing more about themselves than they had at the start of the group. Some feedback to
this effect was also found on the Client Feedback Forms.

3) Encouraging integration of the various dimensions of self

Evidence of the integration of the various aspects of seifwas also demonstrated in
the post group drawings. This integration however took difEerent forms. Some of the
women were observed to intemalize factors that had been depicted as extemal in the pre

group drawings, and factors previously depicted in a fiactured or separate manner were
subsequently accepted as existing alongside one another and aii compnsing the self. The

theme of integration was observed in the drawings of the both the moming and the
evening groups.

4) Increasing self-csteem

Increases in self-esteem were also observed in the pre and post group drawings.
Clients both listed more qualities about themselves as well as made statements and
demands for human nghts. The RSES also demonstrated high or increased scores on this
measure of self-esteem. The drawings, perhaps in dowing more room for subjective
experience, or maybe even interpretation, do however seem to be more sensitive to
changes in self-esteem in the moming group than were evident on the RSES,and as such,

more change was observed fiom these than fiom the quantitative measure. Finally,
increases in self-esteem were the second most frequently repeated comment on the Ciient
Feedback Forms. Clearly the women in both groups identified this a change in themselves.

5) To provide an opportunity to break tbe secrecy that often surrounds child sexual

abuse;
6) To provide the opportunity to rcduce isolation and incrcase commonality through
connecting with others who have similarly crpedenced child sexual abuse; and
7) To provide the opportunity for personal growth within a context that recognucs
and respects the women'i developnental needs for connection.

The above process goals can be addressed together. From the act of joining and
attending this group, as weli as speaking and hearing each others' stories, the women had
the opportunity to break the secrecy that often surrounds child sexud abuse. The
importance of the connections that the women made with one another were voiced clearly

in the groups, as weli as on the Client Feedback Fonns, where it was the single most

repeated and significant theme expressed by the women. Such expenences of acceptance,
cornmonality and validation can not be under-estimated. As such, the context of the group
was certainly responsive to women's and s u ~ v o r developmental
s
needs for connedon.

LEARNING GOALS
1. To gain group faciIitation pxperience in a role of increased responsibility and

investment

This first leaniing goal was a signifiant, new expenence for me, and 1 feel that it
was accomplished. The very act of independently designing the group, coupled with the
research required to do so, contributed to my confidence and knowledge about the group
in generd. This in itseiflikely helped to facilitate my taking a more active role as a group

leader than I have risked in the past. I did find that differences developed in the amount of
risk and active role that 1took in the two groups, which will be discussed fùrther in

response to learning goal four.
While my role as faciütator expanded the amount of risk and responsibility 1was

assurning for the group, 1also came to understand more about my personal style, and how
this was related to my leamhg goal. Specifically, 1found that even with increased

responsibility my style remained gentle and perhaps less active or verbal than others 1have
worked with, my styie was effective and successful for me. This was further reinforced by
client feedback, which noted and appreciated this.

Comments fiom the two CO-facilitatorsof the groups were also examined for
feedback surrounding this goal. It is noticed that both women expressed confidence in my
facilitation skills. Other cornrnents refiect recognition of the responsibility 1 assumed for
the design, planning and implementation of the groups. In this manner, although my style
may never be as verbal, and my mannei not as extroverted as 1have in the past wished, 1
did take responsibility for the groups in a manner that was genuine and true to who I am.
Affirmation that my approach was acceptable was reflected by both CO-faciütatorand
client feedback.

2. To gain experience in msessing and working with group clintate and procesr

The experience that 1 gained in assessing and working with group climate and
process included the developmental progression of the two groups, as well expenence
working with intense emotions, contlict and blocks.
Chapter Four, which details the group process, provides more detail about the
developmental progression of the two groups. In summary however, it was noted that
differences existed in the speed in which the two groups joined with one another, with the
moming group coming together very guickiy and the evening group following a slower

course of development. The "stonning" stage was perhaps more pronounced in the
morning group, where the SelfEsteem Technique was raised as a very serious concem. In
retrospect, and in consultation with my advisor, it is felt that the situation could have also
been handled by exploring with the group what about the technique was difficult, and what
was needed to make the exercise work. 1think that 1was intimidated by the group's
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concem, and very much wanted to be seen as responsive and accommodating. As such, I
was quick to agree to the expulsion of this particular exercise with the morning group, and
missed an oppominity to explore self-esteem on a deeper level.
Both groups progressed to the working stage. With respect to the evening group,
and perhaps related to the length of time required to join, there seemed to be a shift
directly from the joining to the working phase, whereas the morning group had the
addition of storming. Both groups appeared to settle into working at about the same tirne.
Finally, with respect to parting, although the evening group took longer to join, their
connections were also voiced and grieved more at the end of the group than were those of
the moming members.

Invariably, differences of opinion and rninor codict did emerge in the groups, and
this was handed easily through direct acknowledgement of it and facilitation of negotiation
between the involved parties. Process was also named in the evening group whereby the
members had a tendency to remain quiet, and reaching Uito the silences was fkequently
required. This sometimes involved problem solving around various blocks. Whatever the
issue, responsibility was gently placed back on the women for the work of the sessions,
and they were encouraged to find solutions that worked for them.

One process difnculty that 1 have commented upon in my process notes and in my
log was occasional difficulty maintainhg the focus in not letting individuals go off topic or

monopolize discussion t h e . One participant referred to this on the client feedback form
and it is acknowledged that this was a valid comment. It is expected that with continueci

experience, this skill wiU also continue to develop.
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3. To allmvfurîher opportmity to develop aperirnce working wifk otherprufessionals.

What 1have learned fiom past experience in facilitating groups is to pick COfacilitators carefully. Facilitators with whom a good and open working relationship could
be established were selected, and this required consideration of personaiity characteristics
and cornpetence. The group, including its intent and values were discussed with both CO-

facilitators ahead of time, as were expectations and needs. While no significant problems
emerged during the groups, minor issues and thoughts were openly discussed as needed.
Overall, it is felt that a good working relationship was fonned with both women, an
observation that was also reflected on the co-facilitator feedback forms.

4.

Tu observe any diffèrences beîween the group cu-facilitaterd by the staflmember and

the volunteer.

Two general daerences between the two groups can be identified, one relating to
my role, and the other to outcome. While the daerences about to be discussed emerged in

the two groups, 1 will begin by stating that they do not reflect upon the CO-facilitaton
t hemselves.

First, my role in the two groups was different, as 1took on more of a leadership

role in the evening group than in the morning one. This tendency did not reflect the space
accorded me in the morning group nor the skili of the faciiitator in the evening group, but

rather my own tendency to defer to individuais 1 perceive to have more experience than
myself. While working with the most senior member on staff gave me confidence in the

experience of the group members, 1was also feeling this daerence in experience.
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In the evening group, as the staifmember representing the agency, and working

with a volunteer who although very competent and skilled herself, expressed sVNlar
competency questions surrounding her experience and position as a volunteer, 1was
placed in a different role. The role was that of staffmember and in some respects mentor,
although support and encouragement went both ways in our working relationship. My role
in the evening group was the one 1 have generally cast my other co-facilitators into, the

ones who "know more" and tend to respond first and most fiequently to the group.
1 found that this experience was enjoyable for me. It helped me to understand that

I am capable of responding appropnately to issues raised in group. At the same time, it

was important to me to remain cognisant of the needs of the co-facilitator and to ensure
that I was neither taking away fiom her space, nor making her feel abandoned or unsafe in
her nsks. This issue of space and needs was discussed openly between us, and she
reported that the balance we achieved was codonable for her. Working with this co-

facilitator also helped me in that 1 could see strengths and skills that she did not always so
easily identik and nom this expenence 1 learned that I could trust similar feedback from
past co-facilitators about myseK
The second difference in the groups co-facilitated by the staffmember and the

volunteer was outcorne. While ali the women were obserwd, through the drawings, the
RSES and fiom client feedback, to have made positive gains, the women in the evening

group clearly demonstrated the most movement. It is possible that this difference was
related to my different role in the two groups, however it is more likely that it refiected
stage of healing. The women in the morning group were, coincidently in later stages of
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heaiing than the evening group, and perhaps this gave them less room for the dramatic
differences that were obsetved in the evening group.

5. Incorporatefeminist principles inlo the group.

The group provided an opportunity to practice ferninist pnnciples. 1did not find
this part of the practicum difficult. 1 believe that the group is designed in manner

congruent with these principles, specifically in helping the women to connect with the
knowledge and resources that are within themselves. Vduing the women and their
experiences and validating them was also not difficult. The social, political and econornic
context and the impact of these forces in our lives were also recognised and named when
appropriate in sessions. In Week Three of the awareness section, the women were
encouraged to connect the ways in which their personai experiences had been Uiauenced
by social roles and noms. This process involved the women separating what belonged to
them fiom what influences came fiom outside ofthemselves. That some of the women on

the Client Fesdback Forms write empowering statements supports the design and
philosophy with which the group was developed and delivered.

6. To assess the group, itsfi, of content a ~ design
d
with thispopulation

For the rnost part, this learning objective was addressed in the previous section. In
conclusion, I think that those findings, my own impressions, and those of the COfacilitators, agree that this group was of value to the women who participated, and

needed in general by this population. The words of a client however, speak the loudest.

This excerpt was taken from the audio tape of the eleventh session;
"It wasn Y hard (this time) to a m e r "WhoAm I " but
I didn 't have a pictwe I wmted to &m.I definiteely knuw
more about myselfthm when Iprst came here. I have
direction because I know more about me a d more about
what I want from l i f , whereas I c o u î h 't m e r t h question
before. Now I know what I want and the things I need to do
to get t h . "
7.Serendipitous Leurning.

Unanticipated leaniing also included reinforcement of art and qualitative foms of
evaluation as a valuable tool for intervention and evaluation. The rich and vivid
information that was gained outweighed that which was collected via the standardized
measure. Certainly the standardized measure added verifcation of what was observed in
the self-poriraits, however what occurred in the group was most vividly and wholly

captured and refiected by the qualitative memure. The value in utilizing subjective modes
of evaluation has thus been underscored for me in this process. 1additionally had the
opportunity to l e m more about art as an assessment, evaluation and intervention tool,
and gain skills in completing such assessment.

Recommendations
Three recommendations pertain to fiiture replication of this group. First, based on
the assumption that ~e~comection
can be helpful in any stage of healing, admission of
women in second and third stage healing would likely be most appropriate. This type of
group would likely be contra-indicated for women in the initial stages of theù heaüng, and
caution is thus suggested regarding replication of this later stage group. Second, given the
intelligence of group members to discem what facilitators and clinicians want to heu, as
well as whatever intemal pressures exist to present positive gains at the end of group, it is
recommended that acknowledgement of painful as well as optimistic feelings are made in
the second to last session as they are throughout the entire group. Third, given some
difficulty experienced with the visualizations, 1 would also recornmend e n s u ~ that
g
clients are made aware of this component of the group in the screening interview.
On an agency level, for clinicians working with survivon of child semal abuse, 1
would further encourage knowledge of the impact of trauma on the sense of self. as well

as skill in helping clients connect and reconnect with their selves as an important
cornponent of the therapeutic process.
My main recommendation however, surrounds the great need that 1 have

witnessed of seMces for survivors of child sexual abuse. 1 encourage societal recognition
of the very real prevalence of child sexual abuse, as wel as tremendous impact of it on

every aspect of the self. Certainly the need for seMces is great, as evidenced by a two year
wait Lst at The Laurel Centre. With the aid of such awareness, 1would encourage
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governrnents to increase fùnding for services that address the needs of these women, men
and children.

Concluding Remarks
Based on a review of the literature, the experience of trauma, specifically
childhood sexual abuse upon the sense of self. was conceptuaiized as impacting s u ~ v o r s
through access to individuai history, impact upon self-definition, sewesteem and

reiationships. This impact is considered to affect self development before the trauma, the
ernerging sense of self at the time of the abuse, and the sense of self following it.
However, people have the strength and power within themselves to both develop
and re-connect with aspects of themselves. As discussed at the start of this paper, some
personality theorists who directly address the concept of selfrefer to such movement as a
natural tendency towards ~e~actualization
(Rogers, 1959) and selfkealization (Horney,
1M O ) . Such concepts are fùrther embraced by general social work values.

Thus, for survivors who are ready to tum their attention to re-co~ectionwith
themselves and the world, this group provided a space to focus on this issue. Specifically,
the women were provided a space to increase conscious awareness of the forces that have
impacted individual identity, as well as a place to explore, connect and re-connect with
new aspects of the self. Self-Utegration and selEesteem were also components of the
group. This was done in an environment which recognized and respected women's and

s u ~ v o r needs
s
for connection. In these ways, it is was the hope that this group would be
one small and helpîùl part of the survivor's joumey.
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Appendix A
Aspects Of SelE Group Screening Questions
What are you hoping to get Grom this group experience?

Do you have previous group experience?

What was this like?
Based on past group experience, what do you need fiom this to be a good
experience?

How will it be for you to talk about and hear other people's stones?

Group can surface a lot of feelings. What do you do when feeling aressed?

What is your current dnig/aicohoi/substanceabuse process like?

What kinds of things may get in the way of coming to group? Do you see yourselfas able
to make the cornmitment to group at this time?

How will it feel to be in a diverse group of women (class, age, race, senial orientation)?

Do you have any questions?

Participant Consent Form

Give my consent to have the written and verbal
information 1 provide during the group to be used for the purpose of a Masters of Social
Work Practicum report. 1understand that 1wül complete two short evaluation
questionnaires, and two pieces of art.

1

1 provide this consent voluntarily, and understand that 1 may withdraw my consent without
penalty.
1 understand that, as a participant in this group, my rights will not be jeopardized, that my

privacy will be maintained, and that the information obtained for the Masters of Social
Work Practicum will be used in a manner that maintains confidentiality and personal
rights.

Name
Signature of Participant
Date
Masters Student

Appendk C
CROUP OUTLINE
Introduction

Week One - Introduction to Group
Awareness
Week Two - The Four Aspects of Self

Week Three - Society and the Sense of Self
Week Four - Family and the Sense of Self

-

Week Five Child Sexual Abuse and the Sense of Self
Self-Definition

Week Six - Feelings
Week Seven - Authentic Self

Week Eight - Authentic Self
Week Nine - Relationships as Mirrors
Integration
Week Ten - Self Esteem

Week Eleven - Integration
Closing
Week Twelve - Closing Celebration

Appendk D

Week One
Introduction to Group

1. Introduce group members to each other and to the group process
2. To begin developing safety and clarifying group noms with the group

agreement
3. Explore expectations and clan& what the group can realistically offer
4. Comect concepts of seif care and identity

1) Welcome to the group
O

Welcome group members and introduce facilitators
Overview the session
Describe check-in

2) Check-In & Introductions

Name
How are you feeling?
3) Group agreement: Large group brainstorm
4) Expectations
O

-

List hopes and expectations pairs work
Large group sharing

5 ) Self care & Self

Brainstorrn: Learning to appreciate and nounsh yourselfis an important
component in developing & numiring the self. List as many things as you
can think of that you can do to take Gare of and appreciate yourself

-

6) Self-eaeem technique The Five Finger Exercise

7) Check-out & self care basket

How are you feeling?
What are you going to do to take care of self?

Homework: Make a list of some persondy meariingful ways that you can nourish
and take care of yourseif
Handouts: Self & Who Am I?

Week Two
Four Dimensions of Self
Obitctives
1. To introduce participants to the four aspects of self and explore.
2. To introduce and discuss the concept of balance in the four aspects of self.
3. To continue building group safety

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becoming a Creative Channel"

2) Check-In
How are you feeling right now?

What are you bcinging to group today?
3) Leftovers
O

Hand out and review group agreement. Incorporate any additions
Anything from last week?

4) The Four Dimensions of Self
Introduce the four aspects of self wheel
Individual exercise "Who am r'
Collage exercise
Large group debriefing

-

5) Self-Esteem Technique Five Finger Exercise
6) Check-out & Self-care basket

Homework - Think about your emotional, physical, spintual and mental
boundaries. List them Ui the four aspects of selfwheel.

Week Three
Society and the Sense of Self

1. To explore societal messages and expectations of women.
2. To start to think about the impact of such messages at an individual level.
3. To encourage participants to distinguish between societal injunctions and their

own tnith.
4. To encourage the women to connect with theu own truths.

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becoming a Creative Channel"

2) Check-In

How are you feeling nght now?
3) Leftovers

Anything from last week? Anything else for the group contract?
How was the homework?
4) Group Brainstorm
What messages exist in society about who women are? How does society
define women?
Discussion question How does this fit with the four dimensions of seif? 1s
the wheel balanced?

-

5) Introduce Mason's Model of Woman's Cirowth

-

6) Exercise Tap the W~seWoman Inside
Journal: Eyou lived more in accord with your preferences rather than on
what you"shou1d" do, or whom you "should" be: What about your
experience as a woman would be difïerent? What things would you be
doing with your We? How would you p u s your time? With whom?

7) Self-Esteem Technique - Self Worth Visualization

-

8) Check-out & Self-care basket How are you feeling right now?

Homework: What do you do to feel...
Handouts: Mason's Model of Woman's Growth

Week Four
Family and the Sense o f Self
Obiectives
1. To explore the influence of farnily on the development of the self
2. To allow a space for grieving.

3. To encourage the use of present strengths to help numire and support old
wounds to the self.
4. To encourage self care.

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becoming a Creative Channel"
2) Check-In

-

3) Leftovers Anything fiom last week? How was the homework?

-

4) Group Brainstonn Using the four dimensions of selF, "What do children need in

order to develop a healthy sense of self!"
5) Individual Exercise
New Chiidhood Exercise
Group Sharing
Or:
Card of Solace to the Self
Include a message inside describing how you can use the strengths of your
present-day aspects of self to support those aspects that did not receive the
numiring you needed growing up.
a
Group Sharing

-

7) Self-esteem technique Radiant Sun & Reflective Moon Meditation
8) Check-out
a
4

How are you feeling?
What are you going to do to take Gare of yourself this week?

Homework: Recovering a Sense of Self Task #1

Week Five
Child Sexual Abuse and the Self
Obiectives

1. To explore the impact of child sexual abuse on identity formation.
2. To introduce the concept of protective parts and explore it on an individual
level.
3. To normaiiw coping and reframe such s u ~ v askills
l
as protective parts.
4. To introduce the idea of retaining but updating protective parts.
5 . To encourage self-care.

Outline

1) Opening - Focusing Exercise

2) Check-In

-

3) Leftovers Anything from last week? How was the homework?

-

4) Mini discussion Impact of trauma on the self
5 ) Protective Parts
O

Meditation
Individual writinglreflection about the meditation
Group sharing

7) Self-esteem technique - Five Finger Exercix
8) Check-out & self care basket

Homework: Recovenng a Sense of Self: Task #2

Week Six
Feelings

1. To develop an awareness of the comection between feelings and identity
2. To normalize difficulty feeling feelings
3. To provide an opportunity to connect with, and feel feelings in a safe
environment
4. To provide members with a way to work with feelings

Outline

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becorning a Creative Channel"
2) Check-In

3) Lefiovers - Anything from last week? How was the homework?
4) Group Brainstorm
O

O

What is a feeling?
Why are they Unportant?
Why do they cause grief?

5) Recognizing and feeling feelings - meditation

-

6) Self-Esteem Technique Visualizing your Confident Self

-

7) Check-out & Self-care basket How are you feeling nght now?

Homework: Emotional energy scan & joumalling
: Infonn group members about the collage next week and let them
know they are fiee to incorporate items âom home if they want to
bring them in.
Handouts: Some Ideas about Feelings

Week Seven
Authtntic Self

1. To increase seSawareness and self-definition
2. To encourage exploration and connedon with the many aspects of self.
3. To incorporate the concept of balance and the importance of making
timdcreating opportuniiies to expenence the self.

1) Opening Meditation - "Intuition"
2) Check-In - If you could do or be anything (pilot, belly dancer, scuba diver...) What

would you be?
3) Leflovers
O

Anything fiom last week?
How was the homework?

4) Recovering a Sense of Self and Power

Where is your time spent?
Group debriefing

-

5) Heart's Desire Collage Create a concrete symbol of your hopes and dreams. Use any
items you brought fiom home for this exercise, and any combination of drawings,
words or magazine pictures to create a collage of your hem's desires.

-

6) Self-esteem technique Five finger exercise

7) Checksut and Self care basket

Homework: Report on this weeks goals from "Where is your time spent" exercise
: remind group members that final session is approaching and ask them
to think about how they want to mark the last session.
Handout: Imaginary Lives
: Free association exercise

Week Eight
Authentic Self
Obiectives

1. To focus on self awareness and definition of self
2. To introduce the use of the unconscious to access clues and areas of

movement towards the authentic self
3. To introduce the use of the future self as a resource for growth and seK
actualization.

1) Opening - Focusing Exercise

3) Leftovers

O

Anything fiom last week?
How was the homework?
Ideas for Iast session?

4) Future self
O

O

O

meditation
art exercise - symbol of tiiture self
group sharing

5) Self-esteem technique
6) Check-out and Seifcare basket

Homework: Creating a New Influence for your Life

Week Nine
Relationships as Mirron
Obiectives

1. To stimulate thinking and provide information about the self
2. To increase awareness of patterns in relationships
3. To increase personal power and balance through awareness and choice

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becoming a Creative Channel"

2) Check-In
3) Leftovers

Anything fiom last week?
How was the homework?
Plans for last session

-

4) Mirrors Introduce concept
5) Primary & Disowned Selves Exercise

6) Joumalling Exercise

Patterns exercise, or
Focus specifically on one interpersonal incident/relationship and briefly
describe the problem. Then ask yourself what about this situation or person
is a mirror for you. Wnte your reflections.

7)

Self-esteem technique

8)

Checksut and Self care basket
Homework: Animal Story
Characteristics Handout
Handouts: Our Relationships as Mirrors

Week Ten
Self-Esteem
Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To connect childhood abuse with the Critic
To normalize the presence of a Critic
To encourage seKcare of old wounds
To encourage comection with resource parts of the self.
To begin transitioning into the ending stage of the group.
Outlint

-

1) Opening Meditation "Becoming a Creative Channel"

3) Leftovers
a
O

a

Anything fkom iast week?
How was the homework?
Plans for last session

4) The Cntic Exercises

brainstorm
art exercise
guided visualization
group debriehg

5)

SeKesteem Technique: Resource Parts Meditation

6) Check-out and Self'care basket

Homework: My critical and assertive selvesjoumaiiiig exercise
Handouts: My Dedaration of SeKEsteem

Week EIeven
Integrat ion
Obicetives
1. To review the work and growth of the participants.
2. To connect the parts of the self as existing in and compnsing the larger self
3. To continue the transition towards group conclusion, and tinalize plans for the

last session.
Outlint

-

1) Opening Meditation "Integration Meditation"
2) Check-In

3) Leflovers
O

Anything fkom last week?
How was the homework?
Finalize plans for Iast session

4) Art Exercise
O
draw a picture of the self
have first self drawing available for cornparison & journal impressions
group discussion

-

5) Self-esteem technique "Tum offs & Tum Ons"
6) Check-out and Self care basket

Homework: Using words or images, identiQ on the four aspects of seifwheel the
parts of yourseif'whose growth you will continue to nurture in corning months, and
the ways you will do so.

Week Twelve
Closing Celebratioii

Obiectives
1. To recognize and celebrate the work of the group members
2. To allow an oppominity for group members to say good-bye to each other and
the group in a formal way.
3. To give group members the oppominity to express the above in a manner they
find meaninfil.
4. To give participants an opportunity to provide feedback about their experience
of the group.

Outline

1) Check-In

2) Eating Together

3) Art Exercise

constmcting atfirmation cards for each other and one self (Moming
GrouP)

4) Check-out and Self care basket

RSES
Please record the appropnate answer, per item, depending on whether you strongly agree,
agree, disagree or strongly disagree with it.
1= Strongly Agree
2= Agree
3= Disagree
4= Strongly Disagm

1 . On the whole, 1 am satisfied with myself
2. At times 1 think that 1am no good at all
3 . 1 feel 1 have a number of good qualities
4. 1 am able to do things as well as most other people

5 . 1 feel 1do not have much to be proud of
6. 1 certainly feel useless at times
7 . 1 feel I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others
8 . 1 wish 1 could have more respect for myself

9. All in all, 1 am inclined to feel that 1am a failure

10.1take a positive attitude towards myself

Appendix F

The Laurel Centre Group Feedback Form
1. Did you attend gmup?

a Yes

0 No

If yes, please complete the following:
Section A: Circle the number that is most true of you, with 1 m e a ~ n g'hot at all" and 10
meaning "very"
Not at al1

Somewhat Very

2. Overall, how useful was the group to you?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

3 . Were your expectations met?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

4. Did you feel safe in group?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

5. Did you feel a sense of group unity (members
working towards a common goal)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

Section B:
6.The length of sessions were satisfactory?

Yes

O No

7. The number of sessions were adequate?

Yes

O No

myes

NO

8. Were the handout materials helptùlfusefbl?

Section C:
9. Did the group experience help you to attain a better understanding of yourself, your

needs or your values? Explain

10. What aspect of the experience was most valuable to you?

11. 1 liked...

12. 1 did not like...

- -

-

13. Have things changed for you since the start of group? If so, how?

173
14. What, if anything, would you suggest we add, subtract, or change in future groups?

15. What feedback do you have for the facilitators?

Appendix G

Co-Facilitator's Evaluation Form
What has the expenence of CO-facilitatingthe "Dimensions of Self" group been like for
you?

What was good about the experience?

What observations do you have about working with the facilitator? What do you see as
her strengths?

Do you have any concems or were there any challenges about either the group or the
facilitation?

Overaii impressions:

